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ABSTRACT PAGE
In the present work, spectroscopy and interactions of hadrons containing heavy 
quarks is investigated. In particular, a focus is placed on properties of exotic heavy 
hadronic states, including doubly and triply heavy baryons and doubly heavy 
tetraquark states. The framework in which these calculations are carried out is 
provided by lattice quantum  chromodynamics, a discrete formulation of the 
modern theory of the strong interaction. The main body of the thesis had two 
main project focuses. For the first project, an extensive calculation of the mass 
spectrum of doubly and triply heavy baryons including both charm and bottom  
quarks is carried out. The wide range of quark masses in these systems require 
that the various flavors of quarks be treated with different lattice actions. We use 
domain wall fermions for 2 + 1  flavors (up down and strange) of sea and valence 
quarks, a relativistic heavy quark action for the charm quarks, and non-relativistic 
QCD for the heavier bottom  quarks. The calculation of the ground state spectrum 
is presented and compared to recent models. For the second project, the 
interaction potential of two heavy-light mesons in lattice QCD is used to study the 
existence of tetraquark bound states. The interaction potential of the tetraquark 
system is calculated on the lattice with 2 + 1  flavors of dynamical fermions with 
lattice interpolating fields constructed using colorwave propagators. These 
propagators provide a  method for constructing all-to-all spatially smeared the 
interpolating fields, a technique which allows for a better overlap with the ground 
state wavefunction as well as reduced statistical noise. Potentials are extracted for 
24 distinct channels, and are fit with a phenomenological non-relativistic quark 
model potential, from which a determ ination of the existence of bound states is 
made via numerical solution of the two body radial Schrodinger equation.
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HEAVY FLAVOR INTERACTIONS AND SPECTROSCOPY FROM LATTICE
QUANTUM CHROMODYNAMICS
C H A P T E R  1
Q uantum  chrom odynam ics and  
heavy hadrons
1.1 O rigins o f  q u an tu m  ch rom od yn am ics
When beginning a discussion of the theory of quantum  chromodynamics, i t ’s 
worthwhile to  reflect on the state of hadronic physics in the early 1960s. During this 
time experiment was the primary driver of research in particle physics, with almost 
no theory to  speak of save for phenomenological models. Large scale accelerators 
were running full steam and new experimental results were routinely published at 
a rate a t which theorists could not keep up with developing descriptions of new 
results.
The study of the strong interaction, both experimentally and theoretically at 
this time, was a particularly exciting prospect given the fact th a t the experimental 
progress was advancing rapidly while there appeared to  be no hope of constructing 
a theoretical picture to explain the landscape of particles th a t were being produced 
by accelerator experiments.
2
3Several theories became popular in describing various aspects of the strong in­
teraction, many of them contributing to the eventual development of quantum chro­
modynamics. Early attem pts in studying the strong interaction relied on S-matrix 
theory (a nice review of which can be found in Ref. [7]). This theory focused on 
physical observables and avoided a reliance on unphysical constituent fields, some­
thing that was attractive to many th a t had become disillusioned with the apparent 
need for renormalization in making sense out of field theory calculations. S-Matrix 
theory relied heavily on fundamental principles such as analyticity and unitarity, 
and aimed to steer clear of formalisms such as Hamiltonians which were viewed as 
unnecessary and poorly suited for the description of the strong interaction.
An alternative to S-Matrix theory was found in the theory of current algebra as 
championed by Gell-Mann [8 ] (for a historical perspective in line with this discussion, 
see Ref. [9]). Current algebra calculations began by formulating an underlying 
field theory, deriving relations from that theory, and keeping those tha t might be 
generally true while throwing away those th a t were of no use. In the end, the 
underlying field theory was discarded, the general idea being th a t the underlying 
field theory was unphysical, but th a t the relations derived from it could prove to 
be useful. This methodology has some high profile success, most notably the Adler- 
Weisberger relation [10], but there didn’t exist much in the way of guidelines for 
determining which field theories relations could be derived. Additionally, it was 
argued that S-Matrix theory overlooked dynamical issues, something which is crucial 
in understanding the fundamental behavior of a physical theory.
The description of the spectrum  of hadron masses by an underlying flavor 
symmetry championed by Neeman and Gell-Mann (for a thorough discussion, see 
Ref. [1 1 ]) proved to be very successful in the early 1960’s, and consequently SU(3) 
flavor symmetry was for some time considered fundamental to the understanding of 
the strong interaction.
4The quark model of hadrons extended the symmetry arguments presented by 
Gell-Mann and postulated th a t hadrons could be considered as composite objects, 
composed of quarks (a name th a t was later famously coined by Gell-Mann from the 
James Joyce book Finnegan’s Wake) with each quark assigned a fractional electrical 
(and color) charge. Early field theoretical attem pts at describing the strong inter­
action considered the nucleon, pion and electron as elementary particles with the 
observed hadron spectrum arising from excitations and interactions of these funda­
mental degrees of freedom. As more and more hadrons were observed experimentally 
adding to what was later to be deemed the “particle zoo,” it became evident that 
there was no reason to  hold the nucleon and pion as special in the classification 
of hadrons (save for the lightness of the pion mass which was later explained in 
the context of chiral symmetry breaking). Thus, the postulate of Gell-Mann that 
hadrons were composite objects composed of combinations of three flavors of quarks 
was an attractive one. Although we now know of the existence of three additional 
quark flavors, the charm, top and bottom , this SU(3) flavor symmetry provided an 
approximate description of the hadrons containing light quarks and was very suc­
cessful in its early applications of classifying the hadron spectrum based solely on 
symmetry arguments . 1 In spite of the successes of the quark model, with the discov­
ery of the A ++ in 1952 (considered to be composed three up quarks), it became clear 
that the quark model alone was an inadequate description of hadrons. To remedy 
this apparent violation of Fermi statistics Nambu [12] postulated the existence of a 
hidden color degree of freedom to the quark model th a t restored the required anti­
symmetry of the baryon wavefunctions. The ideas pioneered in the (colored) quark 
model would eventually play a large role in the development of QCD, but at the 
time they were not readily accepted by the greater physics community. Part of this
'The reason for this success given the existence of three additional quark flavors is due to the 
lightness if the up down and strange quark masses in relation to the natural scale of QCD.
5was due to dynamical issues with the theory, such as the non-relativistic description 
of the quarks as hadronic constituents, however the principal obstacle in the accep­
tance of the quark model as a valid description of hadrons was the complete lack 
of experimental observation of any free, fractionally charged particles. The quarks 
themselves were thus considered as a convenient m athematical tool with no physical 
basis.
The application of quantum  field theory to high energy physics had been largely 
abandoned due to  the perceived untrustworthiness of renormalization techniques in 
dealing with divergences arising in perturbative calculations beyond leading order. 
Field theory was viewed by many at this time as a fundamentally flawed description 
of high energy physics, despite the successes of quantum  electrodynamics. It was not 
until the later development and subsequent success of the electroweak theory that 
interest in field theory once again became popular, albeit with some residual uncer­
tainty remaining as to whether this type of description could be valid in describing 
the strong interaction.
Indeed, the early ambitions of one of the founding contributors of field theory in 
its application to the strong interactions, David Gross, was to disprove the validity 
of quantum  field theory in describing Bjorken Scaling as observed in Deep Inelastic 
Scattering experiments. This scaling was thought to be attributable to asymptotic 
freedom, or the idea th a t the coupling constant must vanish for sufficiently large 
energy. In order to disprove field theory as a viable contender for describing the 
strong interaction, one had to prove that a field theory could not be asymptotically 
free. This seemed to be a straightforward conjecture, as the dominant field theory 
of the time, quantum  electrodynamics, exhibited behavior quite opposite of that 
of asymptotic freedom, with the effective coupling growing as the energy scale in­
creases. Gross’s initial investigation was successful in disproving the possibility of 
asymptotic freedom for Abelian gauge theories [13]. It was not until working several
6years later with his student Frank Wilczek to extend this work to  non-Abelian gauge 
theories [14] that Gross realized th a t these types of field theories do in fact exhibit 
asymptotic freedom. This major development in the description of the strong inter­
ignited the development of our modern theory of the strong interaction, quantum 
chromodynamics, as will be described in the following sections.
In light of the importance of the quark model in QCD spectroscopy, we will 
precede our discussion of QCD with a discussion of the quark model of hadrons.
1.1.1 T he quark m odel o f hadrons
The underlying principle of the quark model developed by Gell-Mann and Zweig 
(see, e.g. [1 1 ] ) is th a t hadrons are composed of quarks, which obey an approximate 
SU(3) flavor symmetry. Below we will outline the main ideas of the quark model 
and SU(3) flavor symmetry.
We begin by identifying each of the three quark flavors with a vector in flavor 
space, in the fundamental representation, namely:
The corresponding anti-quarks are defined in the conjugate representation, pro­
viding a 3 and a 3 from which to form hadronic states.
W ith the assumption of an exact SU(3) flavor symmetry, these flavor space
action, realized at the same time by Politzer and Sidney [15] acted as the spark that
u =  0  , d =  i , 8 = 0 ( 1 .1 )
V0 /  V0 7 \ 1 7
7quark fields transform under rotations in flavor space of the form:
q ^ U ( 0 i)q, q E {u, d. 5 } (1.2)
U (Oi) = e~i6iXi (1.3)
where A, are the eight generators of SU(3). A useful representation for these 
generators is provided by the Gell-Mann Matrices , given by :
^ 0 1 0 ^
Ai —
A4 —
A7
1 0 0 
0 0 0
0  0  1 
0 0 0 
1 0  0
( \  
0  0  0
0 0 - i
0 i 0
Ao —
/
A*
A« —
* 0  0  
0 0 0
0  0  - i
0 0 0
1 0 0
1 0  0  
0  1 0  
0 0 - 2
/
A-?
1 0  0
0 - 1 0
0 0 0
Af; —
/
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
\
(1.4)
These matrices are traceless and Hermitian:
At =  A*, tr  [Aj] =  0, (1.5)
and satisfy the commutation relations:
[Aj, Aj] (1.6)
8which define the SU(3) Lie Algebra. The structure constants f i jk are completely 
antisymmetric, with the non-zero elements:
/ 1 2 3  =  1 ,
/ l 4 7  =  /2 4 6  =  /2 5 7  =  /3 4 5  =  1 / 2 ,
/ l 5 6  =  /3 6 7  =  — 1 / 2 ,
/4 5 8  =  /f578 =  >/3/2,
( 1.7)
The expression 1.6 is conventionally w ritten in terms of the hyperspin genera­
tors:
[Fi, Fj] = i f ijkFk, (1.8)
with Fi =  1 /2Aj. As SU(3) is a rank - 2  Lie algebra, two of the generators can 
be simultaneously diagonalized, and these are conventionally chosen to be F 3 and 
F$ (evident in the fact that the corresponding Gell-Mann Matrices are diagonal). 
Prom these generators, the operators:
T3 =  F3, Y  = 2/ v /3  Fs ( 1.9)
are defined. The operator T3  is associated with the th ird  component of isospin, 
while the operator Y  is associated with hypercharge.
From the remaining generators, the following ladder operators are formed:
T± = Fi ±  iF j, U± = F6 ±  iF-r, V± =  F4 ±  iF 5 (1. 10)
9These ladder operators function to take the quark state from one eigenstate 
of {T3, Y }  to another. The operators T± act in the SU(2) subspace (isospin) of 
SU(3) acting as raising and lowering operators for the th ird  component of isospin 
T3. The remaining ladder operators act similarly, stepping discretely through the 
allowed values in the T3 — Y  plane. The weight diagrams for the fundamental (3) 
and adjoint (3 ) representations of SU(3) in Figure 1.1 provide a clear graphical 
representation for the effect of these operators in the two dimensional space of the 
operators Y  and jP3.
FIG. 1.1: Weight diagrams for the fundamental and adjoint representations of SU(3). 
The ladder operators take the the eigenstates of hypercharge Y  and third component of 
isospin T3 located at the corners of the triangles along the triangle edges into each other. 
Diagram from [5].
From the above representation for single quarks, mesons are constructed as 
combinations of a quark and an anti-quark:
3 ® 3  =  8 ® 1 ( 1 . 11 )
Baryons are constructed from three quarks yielding:
3 0  3 <g> 3 =  1 0 ® 8 ® 8 © 1 ( 1.12)
10
From the above decompositions, if SU(3) is a good symmetry, we expect to 
observe degenerate mesonic octets as well as mesonic singlets, and degenerate bary- 
onic decuplets, octets and singlets. Figure 1.2 shows several experimentally observed 
octets in both the meson sector and the baryon sector, as well as the J  = 3 /2  baryon 
decuplet. Although the observed masses of each of the representations are not ex­
actly degenerate due to the explicit breaking of SU(3) symmetry, the SU(3) quark 
model does indeed provide a good hierarchy by which to classify the light meson 
and baryon spectra.
Jt O c te t p  O c te t N  O ctet A O ecup te t
8 (0 = 0  , J p= 0 ‘ ) 8 (0 = 0  : J p= 1" ) 8 (0=1 , J p= i* ) 10 (0=1 . J p= \ ' )
-  1 
- 2
•o K*
>P+ X"
.0
J
10
1 0  1
FIG. 1.2: Classification of selections of the light meson and baryon spectra by observed 
hypercharge and isospin. Diagram from [5].
Despite the apparent success of the SU(3) flavor symmetry in describing the 
structure of the hadron spectrum, with the discovery of the A ++ came an under­
standing th a t the quark model as presented above was inadequate to describe the 
entirety of the hadronic spectrum. The A ++ is considered to be a symmetric combi­
nation of three up quarks, clearly in violation of the requirement of Fermi statistics 
th a t the wavefunction be completely antisymmetric. This fact was remedied with 
the introduction of an additional internal color degree of freedom, postulated by 
Nambu [12] in 1965. The idea put forth by Nambu was straightforward: each quark 
has associated with it an additional internal color degree of freedom, coming in one
11
of three colors (anti-quarks having an associated anti-color). Hadrons form in one 
of two colorless combinations: each of three quarks with unique color, or a quark 
and antiquark with corresponding color/anti-color. The benefit of this in solving 
the problem introduced with the discovery of the A ++ is th a t for a baryon, the color 
wavefunction can be explicitly anti-symmetrized, yielding an overall anti-symmetric 
wavefunction for homogeneously flavored baryons. This extension of the vanilla 
SU(3) flavor quark model allows for a rather complete description of the low-lying, 
light hadron spectrum, and has proven to be useful beyond the applications of ex­
perimental classification in the realm of constructing hadronic operators for lattice 
QCD as will be subsequently discussed. Before we continue on to a discussion of the 
modern gauge theory of quantum  chromodynamics, we will first comment briefly 
on several other quark model theories which incorporate symmetries beyond SU(3) 
flavor.
Quark m odels based on o th er sym m etries
Although the original quark model was based on a (colored) SU(3) flavor sym­
metry, it is possible to attem pt to classify the hadronic spectrum  by other symmetry 
groups as well. The isospin symmetry SU(2) (itself a subgroup of the SU(3) flavor 
symmetry) provides a very accurate description of (a subset of) the low lying hadron 
spectrum. Indeed, the degeneracy of the SU(2) representations are broken at the 
level of only a few percent (the 7r± , 7r0 splitting is roughly 3.5%) indicating that 
masses of the up and down quarks are very nearly degenerate. The SU(3) flavor 
symmetry discussed above and used as the basis of the original quark model is bro­
ken at the level of 2 0 %, as can be seen by the mass differences for baryon octet 
and decuplet members (the Q mass only differs by the average mass of the A de- 
cuplet by ~  15%). This level of symmetry breaking is not surprising, as the mass 
of the strange quark is roughly 2 0  times heavier than that of the up and down
12
quarks. Flavor symmetry breaking is not the only mechanism contributing to the 
non-degeneracy of the observed hadron spectrum, however.
Other contributing factors beyond the quark mass differences include Coulomb 
energy difference between pairs of quarks as well as hyperfine effects. The Coulombic 
contribution is expected to be of O  (a 2/ Rq), and for typical intra-hadronic distances 
(Ro ~  0.8 fm) these effects contribute at the order of several MeV. Electromagnetic 
hyperfine splittings are expected to contribute corrections proportional to also 
expected to contribute at the level of several MeV.
Beyond SU(3) symmetry, one could consider including the next lightest quark 
in the flavor symmetry and using SU(4) flavor to classify states. The heaviness of 
the charm quark (at roughly 250 times larger than the up and down quark masses) 
badly breaks SU(4) flavor symmetry. An interesting alternative to extensions of the 
flavor symmetry is to include the observed SU(2 ) spin symmetry alongside the SU(3) 
flavor symmetry and classifying states by a combined SU(6 ) spin-flavor symmetry. 
For baryons, the three quark combinations would decompose into the following 
subgroups:
6 6 =  5 6 ® 70 0  70 0 2 0  (1.13)
If we consider the the baryon J  = 1/2 octet and J  = 3 /2 decuplet to be 
described by an SU(6 ) symmetry (which now includes the spin degrees of freedom), 
we would require a representation th a t includes 8  x (2 S  + 1 ) =  16 members for the 
octet and 10 x (2S  +  1) =  40 members for the decuplet. Thus, the octet and decuplet 
can be described as the 56 dimensional representation of the SU(6 ) symmetry group.
Similarly, the mesonic qq states decompose as:
6 ® 6 =  35  © 1 (1. 14)
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To describe the pseudoscalar meson octet requires 8  x (25 +  1 ) =  8  members 
and for the vector meson nonet (a combination of the octet and singlet 8 © 1), 
we require 9 x (25 +  1) =  27 members, which is described by the 35 dimensional 
representation of SU(6 ) shown above.
It is clear that the SU(6 ) symmetry is able to provide a relevant hierarchical 
framework by which to  classify the low lying hadron spectrum by both spin and 
flavor, but it fails to provide a proper relativistic treatm ent of the fermions as spinors 
through the artificial separation of the intrinsic and orbital angular momentum of 
the fermions.
Additionally, the approximate flavor symmetries utilized by all flavors (pun 
intended) of the quark model are not a fundamental aspect of the strong interaction, 
but rather an accidental symmetry due to the lightness of several of the quark 
masses with respect to  the characteristic scale of the strong interaction. In the 
following section, we will present the modern framework for the strong interaction, 
a relativistic gauge theory th a t extends the basic idea of colored quarks to be a 
fundamental symmetry from which the dynamics of the theory are derived.
1.2 Q u an tu m  C h rom od yn am ics
Quantum  chromodynamics (QCD) is considered today to be the best candi­
date for a complete description of the strong interaction. Not only does it provide 
a mechanism by which to explain the origins of the hadron spectrum as it is ob­
served experimentally, it also exhibits features unique to the strong interaction such 
as asymptotic freedom (and conversely infrared slavery). This latter feature pro­
vides an explanation for the experimental non-observation of free quarks, a problem 
th a t hindered the development of a constituent theory of hadrons and the strong 
interaction for some time. The fundamental degrees of freedom in quantum  chromo­
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dynamics, are spin-1 / 2  fermionic quarks and spin - 1  bosonic gluons which interact 
via a hidden color charge, based on an underlying SU(3) color gauge symmetry. The 
basic properties of the six known quarks are presented in Table 1.2. with the quan­
tum  number assignments for the quarks motivated by the successes of the quark 
model.
The assignment of quark as spin-1/2 fermions draws from several veins of sup­
porting evidence the first of which is the consistency of the hadron spectrum with 
the angular momentum states based on spin-1/2 constituents and labeled by J PC. 
Experimentally, electron nucleon deep inelastic scattering (DIS) as well as high en­
ergy electron-positron collider experiments both provide evidence th a t suggest the 
half integer nature of the hadronic constituent spin. In DIS, an electron interacts 
with the nucleon constituents via a transversely polarized photon which will only 
be absorbed if the hadronic constituents have half integer spin. The similarities 
between angular momentum distributions of hadronic and muonic jet structures 
support the spin-1/2 nature of the quarks. In high energy electron positron colli­
sions, the (angular momentum distribution of the) two-jet structure of the outgoing 
hadrons is similar to th a t of outgoing /x+/i~ pairs. The underlying mechanism th a t 
governs this behavior is thought to stem from the hadronization of the quarks that 
are produced shortly after the e~e+ collision, with the hadrons produced retaining 
the angular distribution of the initial quark anti-quark pairs.
Experimental study of both vector meson decay widths as well as Drell-Yan 
processes support the idea th a t the quarks have fractional charges of 1/3,2/3 as 
required by the quark model assignments. Additionally DIS experiments, which 
effectively count the number of quarks with a given flavor weighted by the quark 
charge, are consistent with the notion of fractionally charged quarks.
Although it isn’t observed directly due to color confinement, the idea tha t QCD 
relies on an internal SU(3) color symmetry is supported by by several experimental
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indications as well, the first of which being the very existence of triply flavor de­
generate baryons such as the A ++ (as described in our discussion of the need for 
a colored quark model). Although it was not understood at the time, this simple 
postulation to  remedy an existing theory with experimental evidence would live on 
to become the foundation for the modern theory of the strong interaction. Other 
experimental evidence for a three color theory can be drawn from experimental ob­
servables which have an expected relation to  the number colors in the theory. An 
example of this is the cross section of the process 7r° —> 7 7  whose width is expected 
to  be proportional to  the square of the number of colors AT?. Such experimental 
probes of the internal color symmetry of QCD support the idea of three colors of 
quarks.
Below we will outline basic principles of QCD followed by a discussion of some of 
the key features tha t result from the non-abelian nature of the theory. We will then 
discuss several key points associated with the symmetries of the QCD Lagrangian, 
including chiral symmetry and the chiral anomaly.
name symbol Baryon Number Spin Charge Isospin T3
up u 1/3 1 / 2 2/3 1 / 2 1 / 2
down d 1/3 1 / 2 -1/3 1 / 2 - 1 / 2
strange s 1/3 1 / 2 -1/3 0 0
charm c 1/3 1 / 2 2/3 0 0
bottom b 1/3 1 / 2 -1/3 0 0
top t 1/3 1 / 2 2/3 0 0
TABLE 1.1: Quantum numbers associated with the six known quarks. In addition to 
these values the strange/bottom are are assigned -1 unit of strangeness/bottomness, 
while the charm/top are assigned +1 unit of charm/topness.
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1.2.1 QCD from Y ang-M ills fields
As motivated above, QCD is believed to be a theory of fermion fields carrying 
color charge. By imposing the requirement of local (non-Abelian) SU(3) gauge 
invariance, bosonic gauge fields (gluons) arise naturally as the force carriers of the 
theory. Below we will outline the basic ideas of such non-Abelian gauge theories, as 
pioneered by the work of Yang and Mills [16].
We begin with the free Lagrange density for a single flavor of fermion (the 
generalization to multiple flavors is straightforward):
L  =  4) (x) (igl — m) tp (x ) . (1-15)
where and m is the mass of the single fermion field under considera­
tion.
The fermion fields are assumed to be 4-component Dirac spinors, and three 
component vectors in color space
■0 ( x ) = ^ ( x ) “ , (1.16)
where greek indices indicate spinor labels and roman indices denote color labels. 
For the following discussion, these indices will be suppressed unless necessary for 
the sake of clarity. The requirement is then imposed tha t the Lagrange density 
Eqn. 1.15 is invariant under local SU(3) rotations in color space, with the fermion 
fields tjj, 'i/j transforming as:
tjj (x) —>• e 2^ ^  ^  jj ^  ^ ^
(x) eiuj' {x)x'/2 =  (x) U f (u)
(1.17)
(1.18)
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Here, the param eters id ( x )  , i  = 1 . . .  8, are real, and the A* are the familiar Gell- 
Mann m atrix representation of the generators of SU(3) (given by Eqn. 1.4). Naively 
performing this transformation of the Lagrangian density 1.15 finds the appearance 
of an additional term, stemming from the invariance of the derivative term  in the 
Lagrangian. This stems form the requirement of a local invariance (uj = u>(x)). The 
dependence on ui will be suppressed in the following unless necessary for clarity.
C  —> C !  =  tp  (x ) £/t ( i q !  — m )  U i p  ( x )
=  ijj (x) {iql — m) tj) (x ) -I- i ^ i p  (x) W  (d^U) ip (x) (1*19)
— C + Cint
The appearance of this interaction term  signifies th a t the imposition of a local 
SU(3) gauge invariance requires an interacting theory. To retain the gauge invariance 
of the theory the derivative is redefined as:
=  <9/x +  igAfj,, (1.20)
and the Lagrange density becomes:
£. = t p  (x) ( i p  — m) i p  ( x ) . (1-21)
Once again applying the gauge transformation, it is found th a t the following 
expression must be must hold to retain gauge invariance:
(1.22)
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This expression implies th a t the field has a component corresponding to 
each of the eight generators of SU(3), and can be written as:
\  =  j K -  (1-23)
The relation Eqn. 1.22 also implies the following transformation property for 
the vector potential field:
-+A!lt = V  ^  U l  (1.24)
The remaining ingredient missing form the Lagrange density thus far are mass 
and kinetic energy terms for the gauge fields. A mass term  for the gauge fields is 
incompatible with a gauge invariant theory, as it would be proportional to Aj^Aj,  
which is not a gauge invariant quantity. The kinetic energy term is obtained by 
constructing a field strength tensor (analogous to that for non-Abelian theories) for 
the non-Abelian fields:
=  f t j  =  Sr A i  -  d„Al +  ig [A ,A U\ (1.25)
with:
=  d„Ai -  -  i g f j u A ^ A l  (1.26)
where the fjki are the structure constants of SU(3) given by Eqn. 1.1.1.
It is im portant to note th a t the com m utator in Eqn. 1.25 is exactly zero in the 
case of an Abelian theory, such as QED. The appearance of this non-zero commu­
tator gives rise to one of the most interesting aspects of QCD, confinement, as will 
be discussed below.
W ith this field strength tensor, a gauge invariant kinetic energy term  for the 
Yang-Mills fields can be included in the Lagrange density:
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£  =  i, (x) 0ip  -  m) iP (x) -  ^ F f ' ,  (1.27)
with the factor of 1/4 being the conventional normalization. From the requirement 
of an internal SU(3) color gauge symmetry, the QCD Lagrangian is constructed.
1.3 F eatu res o f  th e  Q C D  L agrangian
The QCD Lagrangian Eqn. 1.27 exhibits several unique features that will be 
briefly discussed in this section. These features arise from several sources: the 
non-Abelian nature of the Yang-Mills theory as discussed above, the accidental ap­
proximate symmetry of the up and down quarks and their relatively light mass in 
comparison with the natural scale of QCD, and anomalously broken symmetries. 
Several of these features such are not unique to the theory of quantum  chromody­
namics and are common to  both the electroweak theory as well as quantum  elec­
trodynamics (QED). The most striking difference between QED and QCD is the 
nature of the running of the coupling in QCD, as will be discussed presently.
1.3.1 R unning o f th e  coupling and asym p totic  freedom
In quantum  electrodynamics, upon renormalization of the theory it is found 
th a t the bare coupling appearing in the QED Lagrangian is not the same coupling 
measured in experiments, but rather what is accessible experimentally is a dressed 
coupling. When implementing the renormalization procedure, non-analytic terms 
are absorbed into a redefinition of the bare coupling. This phenomenon is interpreted 
as a screening of the bare coupling by polarization of the QED vacuum arising from 
the existence of virtual fermion anti-fermion pairs. These contributions arise from 
diagrams like that shown in the left side of Fig. 1.3.
FIG. 1.3: Diagrams contributing to screening of the coupling in QED (left) and screening 
and antiscreening of the coupling in QCD (right).
If a probe of Q2 (defined as — (p)2, where p'1 is the four-momentum) is used
to  test the effective QED coupling, it is found th a t this screening becomes smaller 
and the effective coupling increases as Q 2 increases. Because of this, the coupling 
constant in QED is energy dependent:
In quantum  chromodynamics, the theory contains the same screening of the 
effective coupling by the fermion loops as shown in the left hand side of Fig. 1.3. 
Due to the non-Abelian nature of the theory however, the gauge fields carry charge 
themselves, and the theory contains self-interactions between gauge fields. This fact 
was apparent from the appearance of the non-vanishing com m utator in Eqn. 1.25, 
which gives rise to cubic and quartic gauge field interactions as illustrated in Fig. 1.4. 
This inherent non-linearity in the gluonic interactions gives rise to additional con­
tributions to the QCD coupling, arising from diagrams illustrated in the bottom  
right of Fig. 1.3. As the gluons themselves are charged, the effect of such loops is to 
produce an antiscreening of the QCD coupling. The (spin-1) charged gluons behave
a (1.28)
where Q2 is taken to be much greater than  the mass of the particles in question 
(Q2 =  - p2 »  m 2).
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FIG. 1.4: Three and four gluon vertices corresponding to interactions arising from the 
non-commutivity of the non-Abelian gauge fields in Yang-Mills theory.
as permanent magnetic color dipoles, aligning themselves parallel to any external 
chromomagnetic field and increasing the strength of the field. The result of this 
is th a t the QCD vacuum is effectively a paramagnetic medium, with the fermionic 
screening of the effective coupling competing with the gluonic antiscreening. The 
level of fermionic screening is dependent on the number of fermion flavors, and the 
level of antiscreening is dependent on the underlying gauge group of the Yang-Mills 
theory. For an SU(3) gauge symmetric theory such as QCD, the effective coupling 
of the theory is given by
(Q 2) = ------------------------ ^  \  (1-29)( 3 3 - 2 N f ) l o g ^
where N f  is the number of fermion flavors, and S-qcd is the characteristic scale of 
the strong interaction.
Several determinations of the QCD coupling, both experimental and theoretical, 
are presented in Fig. 1.5
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FIG. 1.5: Various determinations of the QCD coupling constant a s from theory and 
experiment (Plot taken from Ref. [6]).
1.3.2 Sym m etries o f  th e  QCD Lagrangian
The QCD Lagrangian satisfies the symmetries of the Poincare group, including 
the discrete symmetries C, P, and T, leading to a natural classification of the QCD 
fields as eigenstates of these operators.
The classical QCD Lagrangian possesses an additional approximate U (N f ) ®  
U ( N f )  chiral symmetry (for N f  fermion flavors), under independent rotations of 
the left and right handed fermion fields:
M i  -> ULi>(x)L (x)L -> <li(x)L u l  
il>(x)R -> URtp(x)R i ’ (x)R ^ i > ( x ) R Ul, (1.31)
(1.30)
(1.32)
where xp (x)L R =  |  (1 T  7 5 ) (x) = Pl ,riP (x ), and UL R^ are elements of the group
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U (Nj) .  This symmetry becomes exact in the limit of massless fermions, as can be 
seen explicitly upon examination of the free QCD Lagrangian with the left and right 
handed states projected:
C =  xp (x) (iqf -  m)  ip (x) (1.33)
=  xp (x)L i&xp (x)L +  xp (x)R iglxp (x)R -  mxp (x)L xp (x)R -  mxp (x)R xp (x)L (1.34)
where we have used the relations:
Pl Pr = Pr Pl =  0 (Phf  =  (PLf  =  1 (1.35)
( P l  +  P r )  = 1 Pl ,r1r = 7hPr ,l (1.36)
This symmetry decomposes as:
U ( N , ) l ® U ( N , ) r = S U  ( N , ) l ® S U  ( N , ) r ® U ( 1 ) r 0 U ( 1 ) r  (1.37)
= S U ( N f )v ® S U ( N f )A ® U ( l ) v ® U ( l ) A (1.38)
For the moment, we shall restrict our focus to N f  =  2 for simplicity, however 
extending the following discussion to three flavors of light quarks is straightforward. 
The symmetries in Eqn. 1.37 correspond to the following transformations for SU(2) 
flavors:
U ( l ) v : xp (x) —» e~~l0°xp (x) (1.39)
SU  (2)v  : xp ( x ) e ~ l^0ixp (x) (1-40)
U (1)^ : xp (x) —> e~llf50xp (x) (1-41)
S U ( 2 ) A : x P ( x ) ^ e - ^ ^ x P ( x )  (1.42)
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Here, the parameters 60,9i(i = 1 . . .  3) are a real valued continuous variables, the 
Ti(i =  1 . . .  3) are the generators of SU(2 ), and 7 5  =  7 o7 i 7 2 7 3  is the anti commuting 
product of the Dirac gamma matrices.
From Noether’s theorem, invariance of the theory under these transformations 
implies conservation of the currents:
j*1 = 4> (x) 7 *V (a;) f a =  ( x ) Y ^ ( x )  (1-43)
j ^  = 4) (x) 7 m7s^  (x ) j M5“ =  ^  (x) 7 m7s^'0 (x) (1-44)
The vector currents and are associated with the conservation of baryon 
number and isospin, respectively, the experimental observation of which has been 
historically well verified in high energy physics.
The axial currents j7 ' 5 and j7'5" on the other hand, have no obvious physical 
manifestation. The explicit conservation of both the vector and axial vector symme­
tries above would presume the existence of iso-vector parity partners, an example 
being positive parity states around roughly the same mass as the pion iso-triplet. As 
these are not observed experimentally, it is assumed th a t the SU  (2) 4  symmetry is 
spontaneously broken, giving rise to a triplet of nearly-degenerate pseudo-goldstone 
bosons. If the chiral symmetry were exact, these bosons would be massless, but the 
explicit chiral symmetry breaking by the masses of the up and down quarks leads 
to the pions being relatively light with respect to other states composed of two light
quarks, such as the rho meson. The U (1)A symmetry on the other hand is explicitly
broken by another, less obvious source: the axial anomaly. A detailed discussion of 
axial anomalies in quantum  field theories is beyond the intended scope of the current 
work, however the source of the axial anomaly can be understood as arising from 
the lack of invariance of the integration measure upon quantization of the classical 
field theory. The effect of this symmetry breaking is evident upon calculation of the
divergence of the iso-singlet axial vector current, given by:
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!_ afffiv pc pin (1.45)
It is worth noting here th a t this type of anomalous symmetry breaking is a 
result of the quantization of the theory and therefore is a feature of many quantum 
field theories, including QED.
This concludes our discussion of the key features of QCD. We will not shift
1.4 E ffective  th eo r ies  for h ea v y  quarks
Similar to those symmetries th a t manifest themselves in QCD for due to the 
separation of scales between the lightness of the light quark masses and Aq c d , 
symmetries also arise in the QCD Lagrangian as the mass of the quarks becomes 
very large (for the following discussion, we will refer to the mass of the heavy quark as 
t u q ) .  Indeed, in the limit m Q —> oo, the part of the QCD Lagrangian containing the 
heavy flavors attains an exact S U ( 2 N j eavy) spin-flavor symmetry. The consequence 
of the flavor symmetry is th a t properties of heavy quark states th a t remain finite in 
the limit t x i q  —» oo should be independent of the heavy quark flavor. The additional 
spin symmetry (which is the source of the factor of two above) arises from the fact 
that when expanding the QCD Lagrangian in powers of — , the magnetic moment
For Aqcd ^  heavy quarks contained in QCD bound states contribute little 
to the dynamics and as such a natural treatm ent is to integrate out the energy scale 
introduced by the heavy quark mass. There are two effective theories commonly
focus to several effective theories th a t are useful in the study of QCD and hadronic 
physics.
dependence E • B  enters at O
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used which approach the treatm ent of heavy quarks from different perspectives. 
Heavy quark effective theory (HQET) (see Ref. [17] and references therein for a 
good overview) treats the heavy quark from an almost classical point of view, and 
is derived in the explicit w q —> oo limit. At leading order, the heavy quarks 
in this theory exhibit exact S U ( 2 N j Cavy) spin-flavor symmetry, with corrections 
entering at O  The drawback to  this approach is th a t it cannot be used
for hadrons containing more than a single heavy quark, the reasons for which will 
become apparent below. In contrast to HQET, non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) 
[18] aims to  treat the heavy quarks non-relativistically by decoupling the upper and 
lower components of the Dirac spinor and systematically removing terms in the 
Lagrangian th a t couple the two (independent) two-component spinors through a 
given order in ^  (the NRQCD expansion parameter, where p is the momentum of 
the heavy quark). Below we will outline the frameworks for each of these effective 
theories, as both will be used for different purposes in the present work.
1.4.1 H eavy quark effective theory
Heavy quark effective theory builds from the assumption th a t the heavy quark 
mass is much greater than the characteristic scale of QCD interactions: A qcd 
mQ.  In this limit, the heavy quark acquires an additional spin-flavor symmetry as 
discussed above. The goal of HQET is to make this symmetry more apparent by 
writing the heavy quark Lagrangian as an expansion in powers of the inverse heavy 
quark mass:
C,  =  jC q H £ . i  H T  • • • (1.46)toq m zQ
The usual treatm ent of this expansion is to retain the leading order term  as the 
Lagrangian of HQET, while treating terms higher order in —  as perturbationsTTl Q
whose effects could be included order by order if desired.
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Typical momentum exchanges arising from interactions of the heavy quark with 
the light degrees of the theory will be of O  (Aq c d )-  Because of this, a heavy quark 
interacting within a QCD bound state will experience only negligible changes to 
its momentum when interacting with the light degrees of freedom (ldof). Consider 
a heavy quark with initial momentum pf =  m q v and final momentum p^ =  
itiqVM +  kv after interaction with the ldof as pictured in Figure 1.6. Here, k** is a 
small residual momentum of the interaction and is of the order A q c d - The velocity 
of the heavy quark ^  does not change in the limit A qcd  ^  m Q:
sM,
FIG. 1.6: Heavy quark interacting with light degree of freedom in HQET.
SV» = SJ 1 ^  _> 0. (1.47)
m Q m Q
Furthermore, the large mass limit allows for simultaneous specification of the 
heavy quark position and velocity:
1 if)
[t>, x) = ----- [p, x] =  ► 0. (1-48)
m Q niQ
Because of this, the heavy quarks in HQET are defined to be eigenstates of 
both position and velocity. In its rest frame, the heavy quark has four velocity 
 ^1, 0^, and it acts simply as a static color source. It should be noted that the 
theory contains no restriction on the spatial components of the velocity requiring 
them to be non-relativistic, as is the desired treatm ent for this effective theory. This
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is easily remedied however, as i t ’s aways possible to boost to a frame of reference 
in which a single heavy quark is at rest. When dealing with two heavy quarks with 
different velocities however, this argument does not hold, therefore HQET is not a 
theory th a t can handle multiple heavy quarks within the same hadron.
To derive the explicit form of the HQET Lagrangian, we begin with the section 
of the QCD Lagrangian that describes the heavy quark field, which we shall refer 
to as Q:
C = Q (ilp -  m Q) Q. (1-49)
In this form, the limit mQ —» oo is not easily taken and the symmetries associ­
ated with this limit are opaque. To make the symmetries more explicit, the upper 
and lower components of the heavy quark fields are projected out with the use of 
the idempotent operators (here ■/; =  v ^ ) - .
P± = ^ 4 ^ -  (1-50)
which satisfy the properties:
P i = P± , P+ +  P - = 1 , P+PL =  P_P+ =  0 . (1.51)
The projected components of the heavy quark field are then given by:
hv = eirnQVX P+Q, $v = PmQvxP_Q, (1.52)
where an explicit dependence on the heavy velocity has been included as we are now 
working in the heavy quark limit. The heavy quark field is now rewritten as:
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Q =  P+Q + P -Q  =  e ~im^v x (hv +  & ), (1.53)
with the constraints that f h v = hv and = —£v. Plugging this back into the 
Lagrangian Eqn. 1.49, we find:
C =  eim<*vx (hv +  4 )  ( 0  ~  m Q) e~imQv x (hv + £v)
=  (K  +  £v) ( 0  - m Q ( f -  1)) ( h v +  £„)
kyilPhy T ^y lj) 2?77-Q^  ^y 
+  £„ ( 0  -  mQ (if) -  1)) hy +  hy ( 0  -  mQ -  1)) £v (1-54)
where we have used the aforementioned constraints: ff>hv =  h v and As
the production of heavy quark-antiquark pairs is a highly energetic process, the 
last two terms in the Lagrangian above can be neglected as they will only impact 
processes which lie well above the energy threshold th a t has been established as an 
upper limit for the effective theory; namely m<g. The second term  describes a heavy 
quark excitation with a mass of 2mQ. Because of this, the propagation of this state 
will be suppressed by a power of in relation to the leading order term  in the 
Lagrangian and can be neglected as well. We are then left with the following HQET 
Lagrangian:
C-h q e t  =  h v0 h v
=  hvP+i0 P +hv 
= hvP+i (v** +  7 mP_) D^P+hy
=  h y i v  • D h y  (1.55)
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where we have used the identity P+ 7 /J =  (iP +  7 vp_).  This Lagrangian will 
provide the foundation for implementing heavy quarks in the static limit on the 
lattice for the present work. We now turn  our attention to an alternative effective 
theory for heavy quarks, NRQCD.
1.4.2 N on -relativ istic  QCD
Just as HQET relies on the fact that the heavy quark momentum is much less 
than the characteristic scale of QCD, so does the effective theory NRQCD [18]. The 
two theories differ in their treatm ent of the expansion which leads to the Lagrangian 
for the heavy quark flavors. While HQET keeps only the leading order term and 
treats all terms higher order in as perturbations, NRQCD seeks to build a non- 
relativistic theory by decoupling the upper and lower components of the heavy quark 
field to  any required order in This treatm ent of the expansion has the benefit 
th a t it allows for the inclusion of multiple NRQCD quarks within a single hadron 
(in contrast to  HQET). The drawback of including terms beyond leading order in 
the expansion in powers of ^  is th a t these terms are necessarily of mass dimension 
d > 4 making continuum NRQCD an explicitly non-renormalizable theory. This 
undesirable tra it is remedied by tuning the expansion param eters in the NRQCD 
Lagrangian to produce the results of the full theory which effectively shifts the bare 
mass and coupling to account for the inclusion of these higher order effects which 
are explicitly neglected (due to the truncated expansion).
Below we will briefly outline the key ideas in the derivation of the NRQCD 
Lagrangian. This derivation relies on the use of a Foldy-Wouthuysen-Tani (FW T) 
transform ation [19] to systematically decouple the upper and lower components of 
the heavy quark field be placing the non-commuting terms in the phase of iterative 
field redefinitions.. This transformation has the added benefit in that it provides a
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natural route for the expansion of the heavy quark Lagrangian in inverse powers of 
the heavy quark mass as will be seen below. We begin with the heavy quark part 
of the QCD Lagrangian:
£  =  Q ( i 0  -  v t i q )  Q. (1.56)
We wish to use the projectors P± = \  (1 ±  7 0 ) to  decouple the upper and lower 
components of the heavy quark spinor in the Dirac basis. The difficulty in applying 
this procedure stems from the fact th a t the projectors P± do not commute with the 
spatial components of the gamma matrices: [P±, 7 ,] ^  0 necessitating the removal 
of the explicit 7 j dependence from the Lagrangian. As mentioned above, this is 
accomplished with the use of Foldy-Wouthuysen-Tani transformations on the heavy 
quark field, the first of which is defined as:
Q = Q (1)e ^  (1.57)
Inserting this into Eqn. 1.56 and expanding the exponentials, we find:
£  =  Q w  ( 7 ° £ > o -  m Q) Q ( i )
+
mQ-Q{1)
F l> F i0
2  ' ’ Qw  +  O m
(1.58)
The non-commutativity of the Lagrangian with the term  7J Dj  has now been 
shifted to an O  term, and the Lagrangian is decoupled to leading order.
All terms of O  commute with the 7i save for the last term  above, which
has an odd number of spatial gamma matrices. The FW T transformation can 
be be applied iteratively to decouple the heavy quark field components through 
any order in ^  by inserting the non-commuting operator into the phase of the
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redefinition as illustrated above. To remove all non-commuting operators through 
and including order requires three such FW T transformations. Following these
m Q
transformations, it is customary (although not necessary as it only introduces an 
overall energy shift to quantities calculated within the theory) to perform one last 
rescaling of the quark field in order to remove the mass term  from the Lagrangian. 
This final field redefinition is given by:
Q  =  e ~ i m Q y ° x ° Q ( 3 )  ( L 5 g )
where the superscripted field Q (3> is the result of three iterations of FW T transfor­
mations.
After this, the NRQCD Lagrangian, decoupled through O  , is given by:
Q o noi j uD' 2m, -D1DiQ
W
8m,Q
m (1.60)
Using the identity P+ + P_ = 1 , this Lagrangian can now easily be separated 
into the upper and lower components P+Q = h, and P -Q  =  £  where h acts to 
create a heavy quark, while ^  creates a heavy anti-quark. The Lagrangian presented 
in Eqn. 1.60 is used as the basis for the lattice NRQCD action that will be discussed 
in Chapter 2 .
This concludes the discussion of continuum effective theories for heavy quarks.
1.5 C hiral p er tu rb a tio n  th eo ry
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As was mentioned in 1.3.2, QCD acquires additional vector and axial vector 
symmetries in the limit of vanishing quark mass. Because of this, one would expect 
to observe experimentally a doubling of the hadron spectrum, with degenerate parity 
partners for every observed hadron. As this is not observed experimentally, it is 
postulated th a t the axial vector symmetry is spontaneously broken, leading to  the 
formation of a non-zero chiral condensate given by (qq}. For each spontaneously 
broken degree of freedom, we expect to observe a massless Nambu-Goldstone boson. 
For an SU(N) chiral symmetry, we therefore expect N 2 — 1 massless Goldstone 
bosons, one for each generator of the symmetry group. The low-lying mesonic 
spectrum of QCD contains a nearly degenerate triplet of light pseudoscalar mesons 
(7r± , 7r°) contained within an octet of light pseudoscalar mesons with very similar 
masses. The finite mass of the pion triplet is interpreted to be caused by the explicit 
chiral symmetry breaking of the QCD Lagrangian by the fermion mass. From this 
perspective, it seems natural th a t the low energy dynamics of QCD can be described 
by an effective theory which possesses exact chiral symmetry with the masses of the 
light degrees of freedom entering as small perturbations. Chiral Perturbation Theory 
(ChiPT) seeks to  provide a description of the dynamics of the asymptotically free 
states of QCD (hadrons) composed of light quarks, while providing insight into how 
the physical observables of QCD scale with the masses of the light quarks. In the 
following section, we will sketch the fundamentals of ChiPT for the light mesons, 
and then detail the prim ary modifications necessary when moving to a description 
of light baryons as well as baryons containing heavy quarks, as well as the use of 
partial quenching in ChiPT.
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1.5.1 C hiP T  for m esons
In choosing a field representation for the effective theory, we need a representa­
tion of the coset space S U ( N ) l  x S U (N ) R/ S U ( N )V, that is the space of transforma­
tions that do not leave the vacuum invariant. The number of elements in this coset 
space is equal to the number of Goldstone bosons generated by the spontaneously 
broken symmetry (8 for S U ( 3), 3 for 51/(2)). A useful unitary representation for el­
ements of SU(N) th a t represent the mesonic fields is the exponential representation, 
given by: *
For SU(2), the explicit form of the m atrix valued field U = UaXa is given by:
under chiral rotations, with UL/R as in Eqn. 1.30.
It can be shown that a t vanishing momenta, the Goldstone bosons of massless 
QCD do not interact, thus providing motivation for the low energy expansion of the 
effective Lagrangian in powers of the momentum:
(1.61)
(1.62)
and for SU(3):
U = V 2 (1.63)
These fields transform as:
u ULUUR (1.64)
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CeIf = £ (0) +  £ (2) +  £ (4) +  . . .  (1.65)
W ithin the Lagrangian this translates to ordering terms by the number of
derivatives which, upon acting on a quark field, produces a single power of the 
quark momentum. In terms of the m atrix valued fields of Eqns. 1.62 and 1.63, the 
effective Lagrangian will be a function of the field itself and powers of derivatives 
acting on the m atrix valued field:
£  = £ ( U , d U , d 2U, . . . )  (1.66)
The astute reader will have noticed that only even powers appear in the ex­
pansion above, and this is due to the requirement that the Lagrangian be a Lorentz 
scalar, which constrains the derivative operators to  appear in pairs in terms within 
the Lagrangian. The zeroth order term  in the Lagrangian contains zero derivatives 
and zero powers of the quark fields, making at a trivial additive constant which 
can be neglected. Because of this, the leading order term  in the effective chiral 
Lagrangian will be £ ^  which contains only one unique term:
£ (2) =  Cltr  (d^Wd^U)  . (1.67)
The low energy constant (LEC) c\ is determined to  be f 2/ 4 by expanding the
fields U in Eqn. 1.67 and requiring the standard form of the kinetic term for the 
individual Goldstone fields:
£ (2) =  \ d ^ ad ^ a +  O  (4>4) . (1.68)
The above Lagrangian describes massless fields th a t are invariant under chiral 
transformations by construction. As has been discussed, the mass term in the QCD
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Lagrangian explicitly breaks the chiral symmetry. To include the quark masses in 
the effective Lagrangian while still retaining invariance under chiral transformations, 
one introduces a mass m atrix M  for the effective theory and require th a t it transform 
as:
M  -y Ur M U I  (1.69)
W ith the above transform ation property, we can include a mass term in the 
effective Lagrangian th a t is explicitly invariant under chiral transformations. The 
lowest order term in M that can be included is given by:
CM = £ ^ t r ( M W  + UM*) ,  (1.70)
where the param eter B 0 is (at lowest order in the chiral expansion) related to the 
value of the chiral condensate as: 3f 2B 0 = — (qq) (this can be seen by taking 
the derivative of the energy density of the effective Lagrangian with respect to the 
quark mass and comparing to  the same quantity in QCD). Including this term  in
the effective Lagrangian, and expanding the fields U to order 4>2 we find (for SU(3),
where M  =  diag (mu, m d, m s)):
£ (2> =  d ^ d ^ i x -  +  i  (a^ TT0) 2 +  d ^ K + d ^ K -  +  i  i  { d t f ?
B
-  B 0 (mu +  m d) 7T+7r~ — ^  (mu + m d) 7r°7r° -  B 0 (mu + m s) K +K~
- B
-  B 0 (md +  m s) K °K °  — ^  (m u + m d + 4m s) prj 
B
   {mu -  m d) Tv°p. (1-71)
From this expression, we are able to  read off the masses of the Goldstone bosons
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in terms of the quark masses as (in the isospin symmetric limit with m u = = mi):
M l  =  2 B 0m h
= B q (m t + m s) , (1-72)
(m l + 2ms) ■
Prom these expressions and the relativistic dispersion relationship, it is clear 
th a t for the purposes of power counting a single power of the mass m atrix M  in 
the effective Lagrangian will contribute at O (p2) in the low energy expansion. The 
expression Eqn. 1.72 (and similar equations derived at higher orders in the chiral 
expansion) are extremely useful in guiding extrapolations of results from lattice 
QCD calculations which are often carried out at unphysical quark masses to the 
physical quark mass. Similar expressions will be used in guiding extrapolations for 
spectroscopy calculations carried out in the present work, however explicit derivation 
of the formulae used will not be presented as it is beyond the intended scope of this 
work. For this reason, the following sections will focus on the modifications necessary 
to the basic framework of ChiPT in its application to (heavy) baryons, as well as 
the incorporation of partial quenching.
This concludes our discussion of ChiPT for the mesonic sector. In the next 
section we will shift our focus to ChiPT for heavy baryons.
1.5.2 C h iP T  for (heavy) baryons and partial quenching
As the framework for deriving the effective Lagrangian for baryons in chiral 
perturbation theory is very similar to the methods presented above, we will focus 
on the prim ary differences in deriving ChiPT for baryons as opposed to mesons,
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and present new definitions and redefinitions (e.g. for field variables) as needed. 
Furthermore, in consideration of the main focus of this dissertation, we will restrict 
our focus to the application of baryonic chiral perturbation to the heavy baryon 
sector.
The main conceptual difference between ChiPT for light mesons and for baryons 
is th a t we no longer expect the baryonic masses to be small in relation to A q c d , and 
that the masses of the baryons are not expected to vanish in the limit of vanishing 
quark masses. In building an effective theory for heavy baryons, it is useful to  follow 
the heavy quark methods presented in section 1.4.1. It should be noted th a t when 
applying these methods to baryons, only the scale of the average mass of the baryon 
multiplet can be removed, as the SU(3) mass splittings transform  non-trivially under 
chiral transformations. As such, the mass splittings are treated as perturbations (a 
valid treatm ent as the splittings are small in comparison with the average mass). 
Below we will present an overview of the construction of the leading order chiral 
effective Lagrangian for heavy baryons which will provide context th a t can help to 
frame the discussions of chiral extrapolations th a t will be presented in later chapters 
of this dissertation.
C h iP T  for baryons
The m atrix valued Goldstone boson field is given by Eqn. 1.63, with the addi­
tional field definitions:
^ = eiU/f, U = e =  e2iU/f, (1-73)
which transform as:
C -+ URi K - '  (U„, UL, U ) , (1.74)
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where the non-linear function K  is defined (implicitly through Eqn. 1.74) as:
K  (UL, UR, U) =  yJuRUUlUR\/U  (1.75)
The field £ is introduced as a convenience in constructing the axial and vector 
currents tha t couple the mesons to the baryons:
V"  =  i  (1.76)
71" =  \ ( ^ '  “  (1-77)
Just as with the HQET we wish to treat the baryonic fields as heavy, and write 
the baryon momentum as:
-I- (1-78)
which explicitly separates out the residual momentum <C ra# (here is the 
baryon mass).The baryon fields are then projected rewritten as eigenstates of veloc­
ity:
B ±  (x) =  eimBV XP±B (1.79)
For SU(3) (on which our attention will be focused for the remainder of this 
section) the fields B v are collected in a complex traceless non-Hermitian m atrix for 
SU(3):
B v = V 2
(  i . o
7T
K~
7T 1 K + \
K°
(1.80)
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For the following discussion, we will restrict our attention to SU(3). The bary­
onic Dirac spinor at rest is not a chiral eigenstate, and therefore we seek that the 
left and right handed components transform in the same way under chiral ro ta­
tions to facilitate the removal of the mass term. As a m atter of convenience, the 
transformation is w ritten in terms of the transform ation m atrix K  (L , R, U) (with 
L =  U^andR  =  U r ) as in Eqn. 1.75 and is given by2:
B  -> K ( L , R , U ) B K ( L , R , U ) ~ 1 (1.81)
Following from Eqn. 1.79, we find spin operators S£ which satisfy:
v • S v = 0,
S lB ,  =  - | b „
{ s ; ,  1  ( t - v  - < r > ,
[s ; \ s ;h -
(1.82)
(1.83)
(1.84)
(1.85)
From these relations, bilinears in the baryon fields can be rew ritten entirely in
2it should be noted here that this is not the only choice of the representation for the S U (3) l x 
SU(3) r x U ( l ) v  transformations, however it proves to be the most useful for connecting the 
transformation properties of the baryon and mesonic fields via field redefinition. Another possible 
representation of the baryon fields is given by: e.g. (B l , B r ) —> { L B ^ U , R B r R ^ )
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terms of the the S% and typ
B vlbB v =  0, (1.86)
B V^ B V = v**BvB v, (1-87)
B vi ^ B v =  2 B VS%BV, (1.88)
B va^uB v = 2 e ^ v aB vS vPB v, (1.89)
B va ^ lh B v = 2i (v<lB vS "B v -  vvB vS!£Bv) , (1.90)
allowing the leading order effective Lagrangian to be w ritten down independent of 
the gamma matrices. The explicit form of this LO Lagrangian is given by:
C°v = iB v (v - V ) B v + 2D B VS » { A ^  B v}
+  2 F B VS* [A„, B v] +  + a M { U  + r f )  (1.91)
with the covariant derivative th a t acts on the baryon field given by:
V * B v = d^ Bv ^ [ V ^ B v] (1.92)
The Lagrangian Eqn. 1.91 describes general heavy baryon fields B v. These 
baryon fields will generally contain one two or three heavy quarks. In the simplest 
case of a triply heavy baryon, chiral effects will only enter at one loop order, and the 
chiral dependence of the mass of a triply heavy baryon can generally be neglected to 
leading order. Doubly heavy baryons will behave much in the same way as a singly 
heavy meson, as the two heavy quarks can be treated as a single heavy di-quark 
in the large mass limit. An effective Lagrangian using as fundamental degrees of 
freedom quarks and heavy di-quarks (utilizing NRQCD to  describe the heavy quark
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fields) was constructed in Ref. [20]. Building on this, an exhaustive analysis of the 
(partially quenched) chiral mass dependence of doubly heavy baryon masses has 
been carried out in Ref. [21]. Formulae from the latter are used as the basis for 
chiral extrapolations performed in the present work. Similar expressions for the 
(partially quenched) chiral mass dependence of singly heavy baryons were derived 
in Ref. [22], in which the heavy quarks were treated using HQET. For the present 
work, the expressions for baryon masses presented in [22] have been extended (many 
thanks to  William Detmold and Stefan Meinel) to  include the leading order 1 / M q 
corrections, allowing for an explicit distinction between 5 = 1 / 2  and 5  =  3 /2  baryon 
states.
P artia l Q uenching
Partial quenching refers to incorporation of differing masses for the sea and 
valence quark (those bound in the asymptotically observable states of QCD, such 
as baryons/mesons). The behavior of such a theory (particularly the behavior of 
observables as a function of the sea and valence quark masses) is of great inter­
est in lattice QCD where computational limitations have traditionally constrained 
the feasibility of carrying out calculations at very light quark masses. This con­
straint is much less pronounced for the valence quark sector and thus studying the 
expected quark mass dependence of observables in a partially quenched theory is 
highly desirable.
Partially quenched QCD includes six extra quarks into the theory: three bosonic 
ghost quarks, and three fermionic sea quarks. The interpretation of these fields is 
th a t the valence quarks form asymptotic QCD bound states, while the sea quarks 
contribute only in virtual quark anti-quark pairs. The ghost quarks are added to 
facilitate this differentiation. The quark field for the partially quenched theory is 
given by:
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q =  \u,d ,  s, j , l , r , u , d ,  s j  (1.93)
with masses given by (here the M  are 3 x 3  diagonal matrices):
rn =  (M „; M s, A/) (1.94)
=  diag(mu, m d, m s, m j , m <, m r , m u, m d, m s) , (1.95)
where, as is evident by the second line, M  =  M v. The motivation for the addition 
of six extra quarks is evident upon considering the mass m atrix for the quark fields
above and its effect in evaluating the fermionic part of the QCD path  integral.
Consider the QCD partition function, given by:
Z F [U]=jv [ ^ ,  U] (1.96)
= J V [ ^ , i p , U ] ^ D[u’rn]i’ (1.97)
where D  is the Dirac operator, with its dependence on the fermion mass m atrix 
explicitly shown. The integral in Eqn. 1.96 is bilinear in the quark fields, and is
easily evaluated. For fermion fields, it is equal to the determ inant of the Dirac
operator det (D  [U, M ]), while for boson fields it is equivalent to the inverse of the 
determ inant of the Dirac operator det (D [U, M ])-1 . For the partially quenched 
theory we find that only the determ inant of the sea quark fields remains:
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Z F [U}= J v  [ij>, rj;, U] e^ u'm^
__ det (D [U, M s]) det (D  [U, M v]) 
det ( D  
= det (D [U, M s])
The effect of the additional bosonic degrees of freedom is to exactly cancel the 
contribution of the valence quarks to  the fermion determ inant. As will be discussed 
in the next chapter, the fermion determ inant is representative of all closed quark 
loops on the lattice, so the ultim ate result of the partially quenched theory is to 
allow for the separate prescription of sea and valence quark masses.
(1.98)
(1.99)
( 1.100)
C H A P T E R  2
L attice quantum  chrom odynam ics
The development of quantum  chromodynamics as a description of the mech­
anisms governing the strong interaction was a great trium ph of modern particle 
physics. The non-abelian gauge theory used to describe the strong interaction leads 
to some rather remarkable features, such as linear confinement and asymptotic free­
dom. The description of the strong force by a non-Abelian theory has serious impli­
cations for carrying out theoretical calculations in QCD, as the usual perturbative 
expressions th a t had proven so incredibly successful for QED are applicable to  only 
the high energy region of the theory where the coupling constant is small. In order 
to perform calculations in the low energy regime (i.e. hadronic physics) where the 
QCD coupling is large, a  new computational methodology was developed to circum­
vent reliance on the traditional perturbative techniques. In this chapter, the theory 
and methodology of lattice quantum  chromodynamics is introduced, as well as its 
application in the calculation of selected hadronic properties th a t will be the main 
focus of this thesis.
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2.1 In tro d u ctio n  o f  th e  d iscre te  E u clid ean  p a th  
in tegra l
The seminal work of Kenneth Wilson in 1974 [23] provided the first formula­
tion of QCD in the context of a discretized space time lattice. To introduce this 
methodology, we begin with a discussion of the Feynman integral in Euclidean space. 
Consider the QCD path integral in Minkowski space:
where S qCD [ip, ip, A is the continuum Minkowski space QCD action and T> [ip, ip, A  
is the integration measure. It is clear tha t the evaluation of this expression will be
usual prescription for avoiding these violent fluctuations is to carry out a Wick 
rotation rotating to  Euclidean space (imaginary time), letting:
(2 . 1)
extremely difficult due to fluctuations for particular values of SqCD [ip, ip, A fl] . The
x4 = Ixq , Xi =  —x*4 ( 2 .2 )
a , =  - i d " ,  a, =  a " (2.3)
Here and below we differentiate between the Euclidean quantities from their Minkowski 
space counterparts by denoting the latter with a superscript M. W ith these redef­
initions, the gamma matrices and space-time metric in Euclidean space are given
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74 =  1q , 7 * =  -*7jM (2.4)
{7m> 7^} =  25Mi, (2.5)
with 5 ^  (the 4-dimensional kronecker delta) representing the Euclidean space m et­
ric.
After rotating to Euclidean time, the path  integral is given by:
Z =  A j  e- sQ C D [^ M  (2 .6 )
where:
S q c d  [Vh A  J  =  ^  4 j  +  ^  [^» A j  i (2 -7)
S F [V ; ,^ ,A M] = J d 4x  ip ( x )  ( 0  ( x )  +  m )  ip ( x ) , (2 .8 )
=  j (2. 9)
As illustrated above, the exponent is now transformed into a positive definite 
quantity that can be interpreted as a partition function of a statistical mechanical 
system. The potentially violent fluctuations in the path  integral due to the phase 
are now absent, and the above expression lends itself to  numerical evaluation much 
more readily than  its Minkowski space counterpart. This partition function can be 
used to evaluate Euclidean correlation functions, such as:
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( 0 N (tN) . . . 0 2 (t2) 0 1 (tx) )
s i  J  D U'. a. /l„i O n ( tAr ) . . .Oj ( i2)Oi
(2.10)
where the operators on the left side of the equation are understood to be quantum 
mechanical Hilbert space operators, and those on the right are functionals of the 
QCD fields. By considering the partition function and correlation function in Hilbert 
space, a relationship between the path  integral and the spectrum of the theory may 
be derived. The asymptotic time (taking t —» T, for T large) partition function for 
a quantum  mechanical system with Hamiltonian H  is given by:
Z t  =  tr  [erH ] =  ^ 2  < n\eTH\n > =  eEnT
n  n
= eE°T ( l  +  e-AlT +  e-AlT +  . . . )  (2.11)
where the time T  is understood to  eventually be taken to oo, and |n > are en­
ergy eigenstates of the Hamiltonian with energies E n. In the last step we have 
simply pulled out the leading order behavior for the partition function for large 
T  and defined A* =  £) — E 0. The correlation function for a set of operators 
O n  (tN) . . .  0 2 (*a) 0 \  (ti) is given by:
{On {In) ■ ■ 0 2 (t2) 0 \ {tx) )
=  I - t r  [c- ‘kHO n . . .  e - 'a,' 0 2e - ,1', O 1]
(2 .12)
(2.13)
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Utilizing the completeness relation:
l =  ^ | n > < n |  (2.14)
n
Eqn. 2.12 can be rew ritten as:
(O n  (tN) . . .  0 2 (^2 ) 0 \ (£1 ) ) =
4 -  ^ 2  < n N \e~(T- tN)H0 N\nN^ x > . . .
ni,ri2- .n;v
< ri2|e— |rzi > <  n 1|e_tl//C?i|n^ >
=  - J -  e - ( T - t N ) E N <  n ; v |C)7V|nAr_ 1 >  . .
-- TIN
e - t 2E n2 <  77,2 |U)2|n i  >  <  m |O i |n jv  >
(2.15)
For large times only terms with E N =  0 survive and Eqn. 2.15 becomes:
(O n  {tN) . . . C 2 (i2)C?i ( h ) )  =
=  ^   ^ <  0|C?7v|njv— 1 >  ■ ■ • <  u^lCUl^i X  n x 10x10 >
n\,n,2..TiN— 1
g ~ - t N - \ E n N _ l ^-~i 2En2^ ~ t i E n l
(2 . 16)
The above expression allows the path  integral representation of correlation func­
tions of Hilbert space operators to be related to a sum of amplitudes multiplied by 
exponential decay factors which are related to the energy spectrum of the theory. 
For the particularly simple case for a correlation function of the operator O  (t )
and its adjoint O  (t0) the above expression becomes:
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( 0 ( t ) 0 ( t o ) )  = J 2 \ <  n \ ° \ °  > |2e~Ent (2.17)
n
2.1.1 D iscretization  prescription
In order to evaluate expressions of the form Eqn. 2.10, an ultraviolet regulator 
is introduced in the form of a  lattice spacing asj,  which is used define the Euclidean 
QCD action on a discrete space-time lattice with to tal volume V  =  (atN t) (asN s)3 
resulting in an expression of finite dimension. Here, the lattice spacing in the tempo­
ral direction at in this definition has been isolated from the spatial lattice spacing as, 
which allows for the possibility to choose at ^  as which can be useful in extracting 
information from lattice correlation functions at small time separations. The finite 
extent of the space-time volume is implemented with (anti-)periodic boundary con­
ditions, and provides an infrared regulator in addition to the ultraviolet cutoff given
by a ^ 1.
This discretization of the action must be chosen such that:
lim SLatt ( a s ,f , i>, A A  =  5 QCd  ( ^ ,  A ^ )  . (2.18)
d s , t ~*0
The lattice action is also constrained such th a t it obeys the symmetries of the 
continuum action as closely as possible. The introduction of a lattice spacing allows 
a great deal of freedom in choosing various discretization schemes th a t may be 
advantageous for particular calculations. W hen doing so however, great care must 
be taken in insuring th a t no undesired lattice artifacts are introduced (as will be 
illustrated below in the description of W ilson’s fermion action). In practice, the 
fermion and gauge actions are treated separately as will be outlined below.
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—  [  p t y . v U J  o N {tN) . . . o 2 (t2) o l {tl ) e - s^ ° ^ M1
with the lattice partition function given by:
^ L a t t =  /
J v
(2 .20)
Although this expression has been transformed into a well defined, finite-sized 
problem, the magnitude of the required calculation is intractable for all practical 
purposes. In Section 2.3, we discuss how to confront this problem and numerically 
evaluate the discretized path integral. For the moment, let us turn  our attention 
to a discussion of various discretization methods for the gauge and fermion sectors, 
followed by a presentation of those used in the present work.
2.2  D iscre tiza tio n  o f  gau ge  and ferm ion  a ctio n s
We begin by introducing the naive discretization of the free fermion action, 
which highlights the role of the gauge fields as link variables in the lattice formula­
tion. Once the formalism has been introduced in the naive case, several alternative 
formulations of the lattice fermion action are briefly reviewed th a t address specific 
issues in the fermion action, such as fermion doubling, discretization errors and chi­
ral symmetry. We conclude this section by presenting the naive discretization of the 
lattice action for the gauge field sector.
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2.2.1 Ferm ion actions for light quarks
Consider the continuum Euclidean fermion action for free quarks:
S> [V>, t/>] = J dx4 ij) (x) ($ + m) i>{x) (2.21)
where we have om itted flavor and color indices for brevity, and we restrict our 
discussion to one quark flavor as the extension to multiple flavors for our purposes 
is trivial. We seek to find a discretized form by introducing a minimum space 
time discretization param eter a. For the following discussion, we will assume that 
as =  at =  a, i.e. isotropic lattice spacing. A naive prescription for the discretization 
of this action is carried out by replacing the derivative with a  symmetric first order 
approximation from a Taylor series expansion, and the four dimensional integral by 
a sum over all sites on the lattice:
x  —t na
+  ( 2 .22 )
f  dx4 —> a4
nev
W ith these replacements, our discretized fermion action reads:
2 a
As in continuum QCD, our gauge fields enter by requiring the theory to be
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invariant under local SU(3) rotations in color space, given by the following set of 
transformat ions:
ip  (n) —» Q (n) ip  ( n ) , ip  ( n ) ip  (n) Q* (n) (2.24)
Here the Q (n) are SU(3) matrices in color space acting at the lattice point n. 
Upon applying these transformations, the lattice action Eqn. 2.23 is found to acquire 
terms of the form ip  (n) Qt (n) fl (n ±  p)ip  (n) (where pi is the unit vector in the [i 
direction) which violate gauge invariance. To remedy this, new directional fields 
Up (n ) are introduced into the theory in order to restore gauge invariance. These 
gauge fields obey the following transformation properties:
Up (n) —> Q (n) Up (n ) (2* (n +  pi) , (2.25)
where the gauge fields Up (n ) are SU (3) valued and are interpreted as links between 
adjacent lattice sites. W ith the introduction of these gauge link variables, the gauge 
invariant lattice action for fermions in the naive discretization prescription is given 
by:
S „ [ ^ = a « X ; E  i  in) 1 ,  ( ' ^  (n) *  (n +  (n) *  (n ~  ^  )  +  m t  (n) i, (n)
(2.26)
. 2 a
n e V  n = l  x
where the definition U-p (n) =  C/J (n — fi) has been introduced for notational conve­
nience. The relationship of these SU(3) valued gauge links to the continuum gauge
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fields An (x ) in the limit a —> 0 will be discussed in Section 2.2.3. For now we 
turn  our attention to a discussion of various prescriptions for the discretization of 
the fermion action th a t address specific issues th a t present themselves in lattice 
calculations.
D oubling and W ilson  ferm ions
The naive discretization of the fermion action suffers from a lattice artifact 
commonly referred to as the fermion doubling problem. To illustrate this problem, 
consider the Dirac operator in the free (n) =  1) naive fermion action:
(2.27)
n , m & V
where:
(2.28)
In momentum space, the free Dirac operator becomes:
ti q m a
(2.29)
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(2.30)
where we have utilized the Fourier transform identity:
(2.31)
n €  A
Taking the inverse of the Dirac operator, the naive free Dirac propagator is 
given by:
Due to the periodicity of the lattice formulation, the lattice momentum val­
ues are restricted to lie in the range —tv/a <  p,j, <  tv/a. It is clear from the 
expression above tha t although the continuum Dirac propagator has a single pole at 
Pft = (0, 0,0, 0), the lattice Dirac propagator has additional poles whenever the mo­
mentum components are {0, ±7r/a}. These 16 poles p k, k — 1 . . .  16 are interpreted 
as distinct fermion states and are related by the 16 symmetry transformations:
where S k is the Dirac space structure of the transform ation which has been isolated 
from the spatial transformation.
For momentum near a given pole p =  pk +  k with k small, the naive fermion 
propagator Eqn. 2.32 can be expanded about the pole yielding:
~ , m - i a  1 E n  7 ,/Sin (pMa)
D ip)  =  ----------------   7T
m 2 +  a “2 sin (p^a)
(2.32)
Tk = S ke~lpk'x (2.33)
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m - i a  1 ]T 7/isin (Pfxa)
D W  = 2-L _2V^— • %-----\2~m 2 + a 2 ^  sin (p^a)
(2.34)
(2.35)
(2.36)
where we have used 7 ^ =  = 7 Mcos (p^a). From the above expressions, it
is clear th a t the continuum limit of the naive fermion action has sixteen distinct 
fermions:
all of which can be pair produced to contribute at tree level to all processes. One 
might expect th a t a restriction on calculations such th a t p  ~  0  for all calculated 
observables might suffice in solving this problem, however the effects of the doublers 
would contribute at the one loop order in th a t scenario. In order to deal with this 
fermion doubling problem it is necessary to modify the naive fermion action with 
the introduction of additional terms th a t will remove the unwanted doublers while 
preserving a single species of fermion. One approach for doing this is to  modify the 
dispersion relation such that, at low energies, the unwanted doublers are removed. 
This is achieved by making the energies of the unwanted poles ~  1 /a  such th a t as 
the lattice spacing is increased, the energies of the doublers becomes so large as to 
not contribute to the low energy physics of interest. One method, developed by Ken 
Wilson requires adding to the naive fermion action a discretization of the second 
derivative D 2:
{x)k = Tk'tp (x) , ip(x)k =  ip (x )T l . (2.37)
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T*_______
S\V — ^   ^ (t^ m+/x 2'0m +  1pm—n) &n,m (2.38)
71,/i
=  ripnD w (n\m) ipm (2.39)
The coefficient r  is traditionally set to r  =  1, a convention th a t is used presently. 
Calculating the momentum space Dirac operator once again for the Wilson action, 
we find:
D  (p) =  Dnaive (p ) +  D w  (p ) (2.40)
=  m  +  ia~x ^ 2  7/7sin (P»a) +  a -1 ^  (1 -  cos (p^a)) (2.41)
From this expression it is clear th a t the Wilson term  vanishes for the zero 
momentum pole only, while remaining finite for the remaining values of p  in the 
Brillouin zone. To better see th a t the additional poles do not propagate, it is useful 
to  look at the momentum space propagator:
D _i =  m  ~  ia 1 7Msin (p^a) +  a 1 (1 ~  cos (p„a))
( m  +  a - 1 Y,,,. (1 -  cos (p^a))) +  a~2 22? sin2 (PmUa)
= __________________________________________________________  + 0 (ai)
m 2 +  2m a~1 2 2 ft (1 -  cos (p„a)) +  2a~ 2 (1 -  cos (p^a))
-* 7 v-Pn +  " i
p2 +  m/
(2.42)
where in the last line we have taken the limit as a —» 0. From Eqn. 2.42 it is obvious 
th a t the continuum limit of the Wilson action permits only one propagating fermion.
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C lover ferm ion action
As stated above, the Wilson action has been derived from a discretized version 
of the operator ijj (x) D 2^  (x). The process of adding discretized operators to a 
lattice action to achieve a particular result is a common procedure, and a systematic 
framework for improving actions through a given order in the lattice spacing a is 
provided by Symanzik improvement. For systematic improvement through a given 
order in the lattice spacing, the improvement program begins by considering an 
effective theory th a t describes the lattice action at finite (but very small) a (which 
lies near the continuum). All operators are identified up to a  given order in a, and 
are then discretized. Appropriate linear combinations of the discretized operators 
are then taken in order to  provide cancellation at a given order in the lattice spacing. 
W hen applying this procedure to the naive fermion action, it is found th a t there are 
two dimension 5 operators of interest:
4> (x) 0 0 i>  (x) i> {x) (x ) (2.43)
Rewriting the first of these operators as:
0 0  = D 2 F ^ a fJLl/F ^ ( x )  (2.44)
the Wilson term can be obtained through an appropriate linear combination of the 
operators (which works to remove the fermion doublers). To remove discretization 
errors through O  (a2), one can discretize the second operator above, commonly called 
the Sheikholeslami - Wohlert or clover term, after the group who wrote down this 
improved action for the first time. Here we should note th a t the Wilson and Clover 
terms typically come with the coefficients r and csw respectively, which are typically
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set to unity. Below we will present the explicit form for the clover action.
Ssw  = S w +  cswa5 Y 2  $  (x ) (®) (2-45)
n ii<v
The clover action adds a discretization of the operator cr^uF^u to the Wilson 
action. A particular choice for discretization of the field strength tensor is given by:
Fi r  = ^  {Q,u (n) -  QVfl (n)) (2.46)
with:
Qfiu (n) = (n) +  Uv-p  (n ) +  t/_M (n) +  L L ^  (n) (2.47)
where U^v is a simple l x l  loop of gauge links in the /i, v  plane given by:
(n) Uu {n +  n) t/_M (n + n  + v) U^v (n +  v) (2.48)
This simple lattice object is called the plaquette, and is commonly used in the 
contruction of the gauge action as will be discussed below.
2.2.2 H eavy quark actions
As discussed in Section 1.4.1, there are several effective theories common for 
dealing with heavy quarks in the continuum. Here, we present the propagator in 
the static limit of HQET as well as the Lattice NRQCD action used in the current 
work. After this, we briefly present the relativistic treatm ent of heavy quarks where 
lattice improvement is used as a tool to systematically remove discretization errors 
th a t become large for heavy quark masses.
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L attice sta tic  quarks
In HQET, the two component positive energy Dirac spinor can be represented 
by a Wilson line that propagates only in the tem poral direction. The usual lattice 
discretization of the lattice propagator for a static heavy quark is given by:
N on -rela tiv istic  h eavy  quark action
For the present work, a non-relativistic heavy quark action is used for the 
bottom  quarks. This is a discretization of NRQCD as presented in Section 1.4.2. 
The bottom  quark is represented on the lattice by a two component spinor field and 
the Lattice NRQCD action is given by:
S  (x; t, t0) = ^  U\ (£, t') (2.49)
t' = t0
(2.50)
Here:
K(t)
(2.51)
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with:
(2.52)
(2.53)
Here Uq (t  — a) represent tem poral gauge links. For doubly bottom  hadrons, the 
naturally small expansion param eter is the velocity v2. The leading order term H 0 
is of O (u2), while the first four terms in SH  are of O  (u4). The remaining terms in 
SH  are included to  correct discretization errors in Ho and tem poral derivatives. For 
singly bottom  hadrons, the expansion param eter is — and the operator containing 
C4 is of the same order in as the leading order Ho. All other operators enter
at higher order.
More details of this particular discretization of the continuum NRQCD action 
can be found in Ref. [24] and the references therein.
R ela tiv istic  h eavy quark action
As the mass of the charm quark is below the threshold of applicability for 
a non-relativistic treatm ent on the current lattices, we use instead a relativistic 
heavy quark action in the Fermilab interpretation [25]. Beginning with a clover 
fermion action, a distinction is made between the spatial and temporal directions 
and Symanzik improvement is carried out to remove discretization errors in the 
action of O ((amc)n), resulting in four bare param eters in the improved action tha t 
must be determined in order to ensure cancellation of these errors. The relativistic
H o
A (2)
2m b ’
S H  -  -iU + c^ (v'g-E'v)
9 cr • f  V  x E  — E x v ' )  — c4 <r ■ BV )  2 m h-c3
a2 A W  a ( A W y
+C5 —;--------- Co24m b 16n m l
heavy quark action is then given by: S  = S 0 +  S B +  Se,  where:
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So =  ^ 2  Q (x ) [m° +  loD ° ~  +  v ( l iD i  -  I  A 2) ]  Q (x ) , (2.54)
X
S B = ^ 2  Q Q (x )»
x
S e =  5 ^  Q (x) ( - | c Ea 0j F 0j )  <5 ( x ) ,
£
where F*j is the QCD field strength tensor. The anisotropy param eter u, bare mass 
mo, and the chromomagnetic and chromoelectric coefficients cB, cE remain to be 
determined. Perturbative lattice QCD relates cB,cE to  the anisotropy v  (see eg.
with the average lattice plaquette given by:
leaving only the bare mass m 0 and anisotropy u to  be determined non-perturbatively.
2.2.3 G auge actions
The discretization of the gauge action S  (Up) can be performed in a variety of 
ways, although it must obey the symmetries of the QCD gauge action and converge 
to the continuum QCD gauge action upon taking the continuum limit. Before we 
present the Wilson gauge action (the most straightforward prescription), we will 
first take a look at what types of gauge invariant objects can be contructed on the 
lattice. We have seen before th a t the requirement of gauge invariance for a lattice
[26]) by:
* 2^o ’
(2.55)
action suggests that the gauge links transform as:
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U^ (x) —» ft (x) Up (x) (x +  p) (2-57)
We can then consider a chain of gauge links, representing a specific path  from 
one space time point to another. The Euclidean space gauge transporter given is 
by:
P  [U] = (x0) (x0 + p o ) . . .  UfJ.k_ 1 (xi -  p k- 1 ) (2-58)
=  J J  U ^X i)  (2.59)
The gauge transporter is a product of the enforcement of space-time transla­
tional symmetry. The effect of the gauge transporter is to translate a fermion field 
from one point in space time to another.
ip  (xi) P  [U] ip  (x2) ip  (xi)'  P  [U'} ip  (x2)' (2.60)
=  ip  (xi) (xi) ft (xi) P  [U'] (x2) ft (x2) tp  (x2) (2.61)
=  tP ( x 1) P [ U } iP ( x 2) (2.62)
From the transformation properties of a single gauge link it is clear that, upon 
performing a gauge transform ation on the gauge transporter, all of the internal 
gauge rotation matrices cancel among themselves and only those at the endpoints 
of the path  remain. By attaching a fermion field to either end of the transporter as 
in Eqn. 2.60, we form a gauge invariant object (recalling the gauge transformation 
properties of the lattice fermion fields). An alternative method for constructing
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gauge invariant objects from the gauge transporter would be to take the trace of a 
closed loop of gauge links.
tr [P [£/]] -> tr [P [[/']] (2.63)
=  tr  [fi (x0) P  [U] (x0)] =  tr [P [U]} (2.64)
A straightforward gauge invariant action for the gauge fields can be constructed 
by considering simple closed loops of gauge links. The simplest such closed loop is 
given by the plaquette presented in Eqn. 2.48. The simplest gauge invariant gauge 
action is constructed by taking combinations of only single plaquettes, and is realized 
in the Wilson gauge action, given below:
S g \U] =  ^ E E Re( l r  I1 -  u *"
^  n e A  n < v
To see that the Wilson gauge action is indeed equivalent to  the QCD 
action, we note th a t the lattice gauge links transform just as a continuum 
transporter. Therefore we may relate the lattice gauge link, a single link 
transporter, to the lattice gauge fields:
Ufj, (n) = eiaA^ nK (2.66)
Using this relation, we may Taylor expand the gauge links as:
t/M =  1 +  iaAn (n ) + O (a2) (2.67)
U-„ = 1 -  iaA„ (n-fjL) + 0  (a2) (2.68)
W ith these relations, we may expand the lattice plaquette making use of the
(2.65)
gauge
gauge
gauge
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well known Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula (given by by Eqn. 2.31), and then 
expanding the fields about n
Ap (n + v) = (n ) +  aduA iw (n) (2.69)
it is straightforward to show th a t the plaquette is:
U^u (n) = exp \io?dVLA v (n ) -  duA M (n) +  i [A^ (n) , A u (n)]] +  O  (a3)]
=  exp [ia2F^v +  O  (a3)] (2.70)
Inserting this into the expression for the Wilson action, we find th a t upon 
taking the real part of the trace of the plaquette, the O  (a2, a3, a5) terms cancel and 
we are left with leading order contributions at O  (a4) with O  (a6) corrections. To 
obtain the correct dimensionality for associating the sum over lattice sites with a 
continuum integral, we require th a t the four dimensional sum be accompanied by 
a factor of a4, therefore we see th a t the leading order discretization effects of the 
Wilson gauge action are O  (a2):
O , , 4    1
i t r  f t -  (">2 +  °  (“2)1 (2-7i)
neA
2.3  E va lu ation  o f  th e  E u clid ean  p a th  in tegra l
2.3.1 Ferm ions in th e path  integral
In order to  evaluate expressions of the form 2.19, we must rely on a Monte Carlo 
evaluation of the integral over the gauge fields, as a brute force calculation would 
be prohibitively expensive. Before beginning the discussion of how this process is
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carried out however, we will first discuss how the Grassman valued fermion fields are 
treated in the evaluation of the path integral. First, consider the lattice partition 
function:
z  = j  U] e- s^ i ^ u}. (2.72)
= J V[U}e~SGM J  V  [i/>, tP\ e~sr [ ^ u} (2.73)
= J V[U}e~SGlu]Z F [U} (2.74)
(2.75)
W ritten in this form, i t ’s clear th a t the integration over the fermion fields can 
be carried out prior to  the integration over the gauge fields. Furthermore, provided 
that the lattice fermion action is bilinear in the fermion fields (or can be rewritten 
in this form with an appropriate field redefinition) the integration over the fermion
fields can be carried out analytically. W ith the aid of the Matthews-Salam formula
for integration over bilinears of fermiop fields, the fermionic integral is rewritten as:
Z F [U] = J  V  [il>,iP\
= e*0 ™
=  det [£>[£/]] (2.76)
This fermion determ inant is computationally very expensive, as the full Dirac 
operators has O  (V 2) entries. In early lattice calculations where computational 
resources were much more limited than presently, this fermion determ inant was often 
set to unity. This unphysical act, called the quenched approximation, corresponds
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to neglecting all closed fermion loops on the lattice as will be discussed below. The 
quenched approximation introduces a systematic uncertainty into the calculation 
whose effects are extremely difficult to properly estimate. Additionally, the quenched 
approximation does not correspond to continuum QCD in the chiral limit, although 
partially quenched theories do, making quenched calculations a less apt probe of 
quantities in continuum QCD.
We now tu rn  to the evaluation of the num erator in the fermionic part of the path 
integral. In general lattice calculations could involve correlation functions between 
N  operators, all of which can be arbitrary functions of the fermion and gauge fields
Here the subscript F  denotes the integration over fermion fields only. In order to 
evaluate expressions of this form, we construct the generating functional by adding 
to the fermion action quark and antiquark sources 0 , 9:
rp,rp,U:
(i0 1 (<A, tp, U) , 0 2 (tA, i>,u)...oN ($, ij>, U) )F
=  J v f y ,  tA U] 0 !  {xp, *p, U) , 02 (tA ip, U)
O n ($,Tp,U) (2.77)
W  \9,6 \ =  dxpkdtpk 1 exp (ip Dip + 9ip + ipO) (2.78)
=  det [D] exp (—9D l9} . (2.79)
By taking derivatives with respect to  the sources, one is able to iteratively 
construct the expectation value of any number of fermion fields (here we restrict our
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attention to pairwise combinations of quark creation and annihilation operators):
1 d  (9 d d
• • • d e ~ d e ~ ZF (2 ' 80)
Applying this method with a single fermion creation and annihilation operator, 
the full quark propagator m atrix is defined as:
( W ) F = D - 1 (2.81)
Generalizing the process of taking functional derivatives of the generating func­
tional to an arbitrary number of fields, one arrives a t the result:
{ i ’i i i ’h  ■ ■ F
=
=  { - I T  Y ,  Si§n (F ) D (2-82)
P (l , 2 , . . . ,n )
known as Wick’s Theorem (here P ( l , 2 , . . . ,  n) represents all perm utations of 
the n  fermions). It should be noted th a t the fermionic expectation value for an 
odd number of fermions fields vanishes, due to the nature of the Grassman algebra 
describing fermions.
2.3.2 T he ferm ion propagator and ferm ion determ inant
We now return to our discussion of the fermion determ inant, and its relation to
closed loops of fermion propagators. We begin by looking at a particularly insightful
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representation of the fermion propagator Eqn. 2.81 in the limit of a large quark mass. 
We first rewrite the Dirac operator as (here we use the Wilson action for illustrative 
purposes):
£> =  <7(1 + k H ) ,  k  =  ——  ----- ,  C = m  + -  (2.83)
2 (am +  4) a v '
±4
H  (n \m ) =  ^ 2  ( I - I , , )  u „ (n) Sn+^ m (2.84)
/t=±i
The Dirac operator in this form is commonly referred to  as the hopping expan­
sion, and is convenient for expansion in large fermion mass, a s / { - > o o a s m - > 0 .  
The constant C is commonly reabsorbed into a  redefinition of the fields, and will be 
neglected here. W ith the Dirac operator in the form 2.83, the fermion propagator 
can then be expanded in powers of the hopping param eter k  in a geometric series:
OO
D ~x (n |ra ) =  (1 — kH )-1 =  (2.85)
3 = 0
In general, the j th power of H  is given by:
±4  /  j
W  (n \m ) = ^ 2  ( I I  _  ^
At=±l \ i= l
with f i i . . .  f i j  representing a path  of link variables and the delta function en­
forcing that the path  end at the lattice points n  and m.  From this expression, it is 
clear that the lattice fermion propagator can be viewed as a sum over all paths of 
links connecting the two points n  and m.
Returning to the fermion determ inant, with the hopping expansion we may
J  Pfi 1.„Hj (n ) + (2.86)
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rewrite det [D] as:
det [D\ = det [1 — kH] =  exp (tr [In (1 — kH)}) (2.87)
(2 .88)
The trace over the powers of the hopping m atrix H  enforces that all paths of 
gauge links begin and end at the same spatial point. Because of this, the contribution
fermions, or vacuum polarization loops into the path  integral.
2.3.3 Evaluation o f th e  gauge field path  integral
As previously mentioned, the evaluation of the path integral over all gauge 
fields is an insurmountable task for any modern com putational technology, so one 
must instead rely on a Monte Carlo evaluation of the path  integral over the gauge 
degrees of freedom. This approach gives a reliable estim ator of the actual value of 
observables while still maintaining a reasonable computational cost.
After treating the fermion fields analytically as described above, what remains
of the fermion determ inant to the path integral is to include all closed loops of
is:
( 0  ( W , U ) )  =  ± J v  [t/] 0 '  (u , z y 1 ( U ) . . .  D l (CO)
x (det \Dh \ . . .  det [£>/„]) (2.89)
where we have assumed n flavors of quarks, and the function
O' (U, Dj*  (U) . . .  D j^  (U)) represents the functional dependence of the operator
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O  ('0, %k U) on the gauge fields and fermion propagators after integration over the 
fermionic degrees of freedom. The goal of the Monte Carlo approach is to approxi­
mate this integral by the discrete sum:
(O (i,, V,u)) = j im  i  £  O' (U, Dj? (V)... DjJ (U!)) (2.90)
V
with the gauge field configurations Uf drawn from the distribution:
. . . .  =  P [ C / ] ( d e t [ g / . ] . . . d e t [ Q J, ] ) e - ^ M
11  SV\U) e - soM
Below we will detail the process by which the gauge fields are generated ac­
cording to the distribution Eqn. 2.91.
M arkov chain process
In order to generate gauge field configurations Uf according to the distribution 
2.91, an iterative process is used generating a Markov chain of gauge field con­
figurations from an initial configuration th a t eventually converges to the required 
distribution. Beginning from an arbitrary initial gauge field configuration U0, suc­
cessive configurations are generated iteratively:
U0 ^ U i ^ U 2 . . . ^ U N (2.92)
and each iteration of the Markov process is referred to as a single step in simula­
tion time. Configurations spaced closely in simulation time are strongly correlated, 
a feature called autocorrelation, and great care must be taken in both sampling 
configurations at intervals th a t reduce autocorrelation as well as accounting for the
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effects of the autocorrelation when computing values of observables measured on 
the configurations.
The Markov process is characterized by the transition probability:
P (Un = u ' \u n- x — U) = T  (U'\U) (2.93)
which is the probability for transitioning to  the final configuration U' from the 
initial configuration U . It should be noted here th a t the transition probability is 
dependent on the initial and final gauge field configurations, but not on the Markov 
chain time step n. Transition probabilities obey the following relations:
0 < T(U'\U) < 1, £  T(U'\U) = 1. (2.94)
U'
The first of these relations is just a normalization condition for the probability, 
while the second is a statem ent th a t the probability to jum p from a configuration 
to any other configuration (including itself) is equal to unity. For a given transition 
probability, it is required th a t once the configurations have reached equilibrium (i.e. 
once we have reached the desired distribution) the system will remain in equilibrium. 
This is achieved by the following condition, known as the balance condition:
Y  T  (U'\U) P( U)  = Y T  iu \u ') p  (U>) (2 -9 5 )
u  u
Applying the normalizaition condition 2.94 to the balance equation 2.95, it is
clear th a t once equilibrium is reached, successive applications of T  will lead the
system to remain in the equilibrium state. One caveat th a t must be mentioned
at this point is th a t all points in configuration space must be accessible with a
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finite number of applications of the operator T.  If one imposes the restriction 
that T  be strictly positive for all U \  U then the Markov process is aperiodic in 
U and all configurations can be reached. In practice, some algorithms may have 
trouble accessing all sectors of configuration space, and special care must be taken 
in ensuring th a t the configuration space is correctly sampled. Having presented the 
general background for Markov processes, we now proceed to  the outline the most 
basic framework for constructing a Markov chain.
T he M etropolis algorithm
One of the most straightforward approaches to  generating a Markov chain iter­
atively is called the Metropolis algorithm. Given a configuration [/„_i, the function 
of the Metropolis algorithm is advance the Markov process one step in simulation 
time producing a new configuration Un. As the algorithm has at its core an ac­
cept/reject step, the newly chosen Un may or may not be unique from Un-\ .  Before 
going on to outline the basic form of the Metropolis algorithm, we need to briefly 
comment on a  modification to the balance condition 2.95 often used for the sake of 
calculational ease. It is clear from Eqn. 2.95 that if the equality were to hold term 
by term, then the balance equation would be satisfied. The resulting equation:
T ( U ' \ U ) P ( U )  = T (U \U ' )P (U ' )  (2.96)
is called the detailed balance equation. It should be noted that this is not a necessary 
condition, but it is a sufficient requirement to meet the condition of the balance 
equation. This rather stringent requirement however is often used in the practice as 
lends itself rather nicely to implementing a clean, easy-to-determine accept/reject 
step.
We now outline the steps required to advance from a configuration Un- i  to a
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configuration Un using the Metropolis algorithm. For the following it is assumed
to choose some selection probability T0 {U'\Un- \ )  tha t will produce a configuration 
U' tha t will be a candidate for the next step in the Markov chain. The choice of
areas of the configuration space. This selection probability is often chosen to be 
symmetric, satisfying:
for reasons th a t will become clear below.
Once a candidate configuration has been selected, the new configuration is 
chosen with an acceptance probability given by:
If the candidate configuration is accepted, the next configuration in the Markov chain 
is set equal to the candidate configuration Un = U'. If the candidate configuration U' 
is not accepted, the new configuration Un is set equal to the previous configuration 
Un- i  and a new candidate is again generated.
W ith the choice Eqn. 2.98 for the acceptance probability, the to tal transition 
probability T  =  T0TA satisfies the detailed balance condition:
th a t we are working with the probability density P  (U) =  e The first step is
T0 is arbitrary provided th a t it will reach (or can be made to reach) all
To (U'\U) — T0 (U\U') (2.97)
Ta =  min 1, (2.98)
As stated above, using a symmetric selection probability is advantageous as it 
reduces Eqn. 2.98 to:
with A S  [U U ]  = S  [U1] — S  [U]. Therefore when making only local updates to 
the configurations, only those nearby links th a t are affected by the changed link need 
to be calculated to  calculate the change in the action. As it stands, this transition 
probability will minimize the action S , as any increase in S  will cause the candidate 
configuration to be rejected while any decrease will be accepted. In practice, to 
increase the acceptance rate (and therefore the stability of the algorithm), the left 
hand side of the min function is usually chosen to be a number r, randomly
chosen from r  €  [0, l ) .  This modification to the acceptance can be regarded in as 
a way to account for quantum  fluctuations th a t would allow one configuration to 
fluctuate into another configuration although the probability barrier is too high for 
this to occur “classically” .
Ta = min 1,
mm
min (1, e (2 .100)
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As a concrete example, consider the one link update to the Wilson gauge action. 
Recall that the Wilson gauge action was built as a sum over all distinct plaquettes 
on the lattice. Because of this, updating a single link will affect the six plaquettes 
(in four dimensions) th a t share th a t particular link (see Fig. 2.1).
FIG. 2.1: Three dimensional representation of plaquettes affected by a single link update 
to the Wilson gauge action.
The effect of this local change to the action S  may be w ritten as:
AS = S [V (n)]te -  S [U' (n)]loc
= -^Re{tr(((7'(n)-£/(n))/ l]}  (2.101)
where the invariant (under the single link update) quantity A,  given by:
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A = ^ 2  p i = ^ 2  (n + v)  (n +  A* +  ^) U-v (n +  v )
t=i
+  U-„ (n  +  p) U-p (n +  n -  v) Uu (n -  i /) ) (2.102)
represents the sum of the “staples” th a t constitute the remainders of the plaquettes 
tha t contain the updated link U' (n ).
From Eqns. 2.101, 2.102 i t ’s clear that a selection probability th a t updates the 
configurations only locally is advantageous in the minimal computational cost re­
quired to calculate the change in the action. In order to further take advantage of 
this, once the staples are calculated for a particular link variable and the object A  
constructed, the single link of interest is often updated several times before proceed­
ing. This can provide several steps in the Markov chain for a single computation of 
the “staples” A , increasing the com putation efficiency.
As stated above, although the selection probability To is chosen at the discretion 
of a practitioner of lattice QCD, it is advantageous to  choose updates that do not 
too radically change the action. Because of this, for single link updates, the update 
is usually chosen such tha t U' (n ) = X U  (n) with X  G SU  (3), X  ~  1 . For the 
single link updating Metropolis algorithm, a common choice for updating the sites 
is to systematically work through a grid of lattice sites, updating one at a time.
There now exist a wide array of algorithms for generating gauge field configu­
rations. These will not be discussed in detail in this work.
2.4  L a ttice  sp ec tro sco p y
One type of calculation th a t lattice QCD lends itself to particularly well is 
the determ ination of ground and excited sta te  spectra of hadrons. While typical
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hadronic energies are too low for perturbative treatm ents to be of much use, most 
lie well within the realm of applicability for non-perturbative treatm ent will lattice 
calculations. Additionally, we have already shown th a t the correlation function of 
an operator and its adjoint has a particularly simple relationship to the spectrum 
of lattice states that overlap with the operator. To extract hadronic masses from a 
lattice QCD calculation, one must compute the correlation function:
Cf ( t - t 0) (2-103)
X
where the operator Ob  ( x 'o )  creates a hadron at f0  and the sum over x  is used to 
project the final state to  a definite momentum p. The correlation function expected 
to  behave as a sum of exponentials as in Eqn. 2.17:
( o  (t) a (t0) > = J 2 1< ni°i° >i2 e~Ent = Y 1  iA"i2 e~Ent
n  n
~  \A0\2 e - Eot (l  + O (e~AEit)) . (2.104)
where A £ j is the energy splitting between the lowest lying state that couples to the 
operator and the next excited state.
If we consider a basis of operators 0* that all couple to  a desired state, we can 
construct a m atrix of correlation functions, given by:
Cli  (* -  *o) =  Y .  ^  ^  • (2‘105)
X
The individual components of this correlator m atrix will each have different cou­
plings to the desired state, and will obey the relation:
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(O t (£, t) 0 3 (x 0, t0)) ~  (Ai)* e - £ot ( 1  +  0  (e -A£lt)) ■ (2.106)
Using the above relation increases the effectiveness of extracting a given mass, 
as fitting a m atrix of correlation functions requires at most NopS +  N masses fitting 
parameters (where NopS is the number of interpolating operators and N masses is the 
number of masses to be extracted from the calculation). This scales linearly with 
the number of operators used, while the number of da ta  points to be fit scales as 
Nops x N t if the correlation function is calculated for all lattice time slices. For now 
we will tu rn  our attention to the form of the interpolating operators d?j.
2.4.1 O perator construction  for spectroscopy calculations 
Covariant O perators
One method for constructing interpolating operators for hadrons uses a covari­
ant formulation in which a quark and antiquark (or three quarks) are combined with 
a product of Dirac gamma matrices in order to achieve the desired transformation 
properties of the state in question:
O m  ( x ) =  qh (x)Fqh  ( x ) , (2.107)
O b (x) =  eaAcq^ (x ) ^(q) 2 {x))T Yq% (x)) (2.108)
In Table 2.4.1, the gamma matrices for several covariant mesonic operators are 
presented, along with the states with which overlap is expected. The only disadvan­
tage to  this method is that it has does not lend itself readily to the construction of
a large basis of interpolating operators for a particular hadronic state. Because of
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this, smearing techniques must be used. Operator smearing is a method by which 
the point like interpolating operators are multiplied by products of gauge links to 
provide a more realistic spatial distribution, and in practice this produces a better 
overlap of the correlation function with the low lying states in the spectrum. We 
will return to  the topic of smearing when discussing interpolating operators used 
in the present work for charmed bottom  baryon spectroscopy. For now, we turn  
our attention to the construction of interpolating operators motivated by the quark 
model.
TABLE 2.1: Gamma matrices for selected covariant mesonic interpolating operators
State jPC r Particles
Scalar 0++ 1, 74 /o ,  ci0 ,Kq  , . . .
Pseudoscalar 0-+ 75, 7475 7^ , 7r°, 77, K ± , K ° , . . .
Vector 1 — l i t  747* p± ,p° ,u ,  . . .
Axial Vector 1 ++ l i lb
Tensor 1 +- 7*73 hi, b i , . . .
Quark m od el operators
Using the quark model as a guide, it is straightforward to construct local 
hadronic operators to be used in spectroscopy calculations. For the present dis­
cussion, we assume an S U ( 2 ) chiral symmetry, and include the strange, charm, and 
bottom  quarks as well. We wish to construct eigenstates of isospin I, Iz, angu­
lar momentum J, Jz, and parity P , along with the flavor quantum  numbers of the 
heavy quarks. For a single quark, we can therefore specify ( I , I Z) =  (1 / 2 , ± 1 / 2 ), 
(J, Jz ) =  (1/2, ± 1 /2 ), P  =  ±  and (S , C, B)  =  0,1. We write the single quark field 
located at the point x  as: fj'  ^p (x ) =  fjz p (x )- F°r now, we will suppress the 
color indices until they are relevant for the discussion. The construction of quark 
model operators to be used in lattice calculations is straightforward using a Clebsch-
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Gordan approach [27], where the spin and isospin indices of the single quark field 
are summed over with the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan weights to project to the 
desired three quark angular momentum and isospin eigenstate. For two (mesonic) 
and three quark (baryonic) operators, this can be represented as:
E E W ii j3 W X k W £'-r ‘4 , P '  M M <2'109>
II,I* Jl,J2 pyp2
o l/ j z,p (x ) =  £  £  £  w ii\h,i iw j i , j 2,j^w p \ p 2,p3
I U U I  P \ P 2,P3
X (x ) / j f , p 2 ( x )  f j l ' P S  ( x )  (2 .1 1 0 )
where the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients W  are well known and easily determined. In
the above expressions, we have chosen to  separate the spin and parity of the quark
wavefunctions, writing them as / j |  p2 (x) as opposed to using a single spinor index
/ 2for both spin and parity: f az (x). This distinction is useful in the construction of 
the quark model wavefunctions as it allows for easy (anti)symmetrization of the full 
(baryon) meson wavefunction based on the symmetry of both the spin, flavor and 
parity wavefuntions. This process of constructing wavefunctions lends itself well to 
automation, allowing for a the construction of a basis of operators with which to 
construct a m atrix of correlation functions from which to extract hadronic masses. 
The above operators can be written succinctly as a  sum over individual terms,
as:
° J J „ p  M  =  E O r (x)  (2.111)
t
O x i , p  (*) =  £
(2.112)
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where the super-index t , given by:
t = {/*, / f ,  J\ ,  J 2Z, P 1, P 2} (mesons), (2.113)
f =  { /j ,  I I  I I  J j ,  J l  J l  P \ P \  P 3} (baryons) (2.114)
contains all of the spin and isospin components of the quark operators and the
super-weights are given by:
w U M , p  _  (mesons), (2.115)
W l ' I M 'p  =  W j ^  j , p2 p3 (baryons). (2.116)
For the present discussion, we will focus on the construction of baryonic oper­
ators. The above construction methods are sufficient to construct an operator basis 
for baryons with J  < | .  If we wish to construct baryonic interpolating operators 
that will couple to angular momentum eigenstates with J  > | ,  we must tu rn  to 
non-local operators, as a  combination of three spin-1/2 objects can a t most yield a 
spin-3/2 object. In the continuum, the spatial components of the derivative operator 
can be w ritten in a spherical harmonic basis, the components of which transform as 
spin-1 objects. For convenience, we will make the definitions:
Do = 1
Do Do = dx +  idy (2.117)
Combining spin-1 derivative operators with the spin-1/2 quark fields therefore 
allows for the construction of objects with arbitrarily high angular momentum, 
provided one is willing to keep adding derivatives to the quark field operators. For
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our purposes we fill focus on at most a single derivative operator acting on each 
quark field, which can produce a three quark baryonic state with maximum angular 
momentum of J  =  The interpolating operators for threes states are given by:
O j'Jz,p ix ) E E E E
/ ' , / f , / f  P \ P 2,P3 di,d2,d3
x Ddlf j \  pl (x) D d2f j l  p2 (x ) DdJ j l  p3 (x) (2.118)
where here the indices di can take on the values 0, 1 ,2 ,3  and the Ddl are given 
by Eqns. 2.4.1. The weights Wj[Jj 2 J3 di d2 d:i are now products of weights th a t first 
project the single quark with derivative operators to a given angular momentum, 
then project to the three quark state angular momentum. W hen the derivative 
operator is discretized the operators 2.118 will be composed of terms th a t look like:
O  (x)4 =U  (x, i )±ii f j \  pl (x ±  ii, t)U  (x, t ) ±i2
f j i  p2{x ±  ®2 , t)U  (x, t ) ±i3 f j 3<p3{x ±  i3, t) (2.119)
with:
t =  { /], / 2, J],  J 2, P 1, P 2, ±*i, ±*2 } (mesons), (2.120)
t = { I U U I  J l ,  J 2Z, J l P \ P 2, P 3 , ± h , ± i 2, ± h }  (baryons) (2.121)
We can then write the above operators as a sum over terms similar to Eqn. 2.111
as:
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M  =  E  W ' / - J J- P O r (2.122)
t
(2.123)
where the vector index t now contains all of the spin and isospin components 
of the quark operators and the super-weights are given by:
w u,.J,J,.p = Wlf;n W j f ‘h ± h ± i W p,,p a (mesons), (2.124)
w u„J.J,.p _  w>. 'i-n J ,W j f ;JUh±lii±ia ± i W p, ,p J  (baryons). (2.125)
In considering states with such large angular momenta, one must take into 
consideration how the explicit breaking of spatial rotational invariance by the lattice 
discretization will effect the spectrum of angular momentum eigenstates. When the 
full rotational symmetry of the continuum is reduced to  the rotational subgroup 
O (4), the continuum irreducible representations (irreps) of the full rotational group 
are mapped onto a group of lattice irreps associated with the O (4) group. The 
mapping of the continuum states onto the lattice irreps is given in Table 2.2. The 
J  — |  and J = |  angular momentum states are unambiguously mapped to the 
lattice irreps G\ and H  respectively, allowing for a straightforward identification 
of the states th a t couple to the local baryonic operators from Eqns. 2.109 with 
their continuum angular momentum states. For states with J  > 3/2, this is not 
necessarily the case, as the continuum irreducible representations are mapped into 
multiple lattice irreps. Because of this, the operators constructed according to 
Eqn. 2.118 will fall into different lattice irreps. Each of these operators will overlap 
with the desired continuum state as the lattice spacing is taken to zero, however
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J A
1/2 Gi
3/2 H
5/2 h @ g 2
7/2 G\ © H  © G2
TABLE 2.2: Lattice irreducible representations in which the continuum angular momen­
tum eigenstates are mapped to.
operators from different lattice irreps will have very small overlap with each other 
at finite lattice spacing. From a group theoretical perspective, one can determine 
linear combinations of the naive lattice operators given by Eqn. 2.118 from each 
lattice irrep with appropriate weights such that they will have maximum overlap 
with the desired continuum state. For details of this approach, see e.g. Ref. [27].
This concludes our discussion of the construction of non-local baryonic opera­
tors for use in spectroscopy calculations. In section 2.6.1, this methodology will be 
revisited in the context of colorwave propagators.
2.5  In tera ctio n s and  e x o tic  s ta te s  from  la tt ic e  cal­
cu la tion s
When considering interactions in lattice calculations, it has long been known 
th a t Euclidean space calculations cannot provide information on the real time dy­
namics of hadronic systems. To circumvent this difficulty, several lattice methodolo­
gies have been developed to determine information of hadronic interactions without 
explicitly considering the real time dynamics of the system. One method, developed 
by Liischer [28] leverages the fact th a t lattice calculations are necessarily performed 
in finite volume to our advantage. By studying the finite volume scattering prob­
lem in the continuum, one can derive relations between the elastic scattering phase 
shift of a two particle system in a finite periodic box with the energy levels of the
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system. We will not discuss this methodology here, an instead turn  our attention 
to an alternate approach for the determination of interaction properties form lattice 
calculations th a t relies on the inclusion of two heavy quarks to the system under 
study.
As discussed in Section 1.4.1, in the static limit of HQET, a heavy flavor quark 
in its rest frame acts as a color source, propagating only in the tem poral direction. 
If two hadrons are put on the lattice, each containing a heavy static quark, then 
one is immediately provided with a well defined separation for the two hadrons as 
the spatial separation of the two heavy quarks with the hadrons. Utilizing this, the 
energy of the multi-hadron system E  (r) can be calculated as a function of spatial 
separation. If one subtracts from this multi-hadron energy the rest energy of the 
two particles (determined form the lattice) for the limit r —> oo, then one is left 
with a well defined two-hadron potential as determined from the lattice:
V  [f) =  E HuH2 ( 0  -  M Hl -  M H2. (2.126)
This formalism is used in the present work to probe the properties of two meson 
systems when each meson contains a single heavy quark, the model being two B  
mesons.
2.6  C olorw ave F orm alism
Consider a general operator for a two quark mesonic state:
0 { x )  = ql {S)Tq2 {x) (2.127)
where we assume for simplicity that the two quarks have different flavors. We seek
to calculate the correlation function with localized interpolating fields: (averaged
over spatial source and sink locations to increase statistics)
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C(M„) = £<©(») O'(*)>
x ,y
-  E E  tr (Si ( x , t 0 \ y , t )F S 2 ( y , t \ x , t0)F)  (2.128)
 ^ y
Following the methodology presented in [29], we now consider any complete set of 
orthonormal states { ( p i  (a:)} which satisfy:
X  P  & (y) = & (x -  y ) , X  P  (x ) P  (x ) =  • (2.129)
i ar
By inserting the completeness relation of Eqn. 2.129 twice into the two point function 
of Eqn. 2.128:
C (£, to)=XX (S l (x '  ^6 (y  ~  y^  rS2 (y ' )5 _ x/)r)
x ,x ' y,y '
= X X \ S l 5Z # r 5,2 f lx/’*°) 51P  ( P  p  r /
x ,x ' y ,y '  \  i j  /
=  X  ^  r s£ J (t, to) r  (2.130)
where we have defined:
S'1’-7 (£, t0) = X  0* (l/) S  (y, t ; x, t0) <Pj (x) (2.131)
x ,y
A convenient choice for the { ( p i  (x)} is a plane wave basis: (pi (x) =  (pp  (x) = 
e~ipxds^ 8cc'. The delta functions here operate on color and spin. This choice of 
basis greatly reduces to  com putational cost of contractions because a substantial 
part of the work can be done analytically. W ith this choice of basis, we define 
S (£, to) =  Sp,p> (£, to) to be colorwave propagators. It is also evident that the
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colorwave propagators can be also viewed as a generalization of gauge fixed wall 
source propagators. The use of these propagators allows us to implement spatial 
smearing at the source and sink of our correlation functions. In the limit where all 
momenta are summed over in equation 2.131, all to all point-point propagators are 
recovered. However, introducing a maximum momentum cut off pf:ut we are able to 
introduce and control the effective amount of spatial smearing1.
2 .6.1 Colorwave propagators w ith  non-local operators
In the previous section, we presented the colorwave formalism and its applica­
tion to the construction of hadronic correlation functions. Here, we wish to describe 
the non-local baryonic operators as described in Section 2.4.1 in the language of 
the colorwave formalism. To begin, we will look at a single term  from a baryonic 
operator as described by Eqn. 2.119.
We now replace the quark operators with their Fourier transform and we find 
th a t a single term  becomes:
xIt should be noted that smearing is achieved only in fixed gauge. In our case we use the 
Coulomb gauge, which is a smooth gauge allowing to project out high energy modes if the cut off 
Pcut is kept small. However, no gauge dependence is introduced to our correlation functions as 
they are gauge invariant by construction.
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P l» P 2 iP 3
x C / ( f ^ ) ±i2/ 2(p2, O e - ^ ^ 2 
x C / ( f ^ ) ±i3/ 3(p3 ,t)e-ijr3^ 3 
=  /l(P l^ )/2 (P 2 ,0 /3 (P 3 ,i)
P l ,P 2 ,P 3
X U ( x , t ) ±i i  U ( f , t ) ± i 2 C / ( f , t ) ±J3 
x e-j(pi n+P2 j2+P3 j3)e-^ ;?
=  X  f i ( p i , t ) f 2(p2 , t ) f z (p3 , t ) L ( x , t ) p^ £ l ±h (2.132)
P l ,P 2 ,P 3
where P  — pi + p2 + p3, and we have defined:
L  (*. t ) ± & ± h  =  U (*. *)±„ V  (2, t ) ±i2 U (f, «)±ij (2.133)
Using this for our operators, we may construct baryonic correlation functions 
as follows:
C ( t - t Q) = Y , { 0 { ? , t ) 6 ( x , t (>))
x',x
C (t — t0) = WpW? ( o  (X\  t ) ? 6  (x, to)'}
S ’,x t ,t '
(2.134)
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C ( t - t 0) = E E  (w *w r) o),:,„±,J,±i3)
x ' , x  t , P
t ) f 3 (i?3, t ) f 3 (p3, t0) f 2 (p2, *o)/l(Pl, to))
x ' , x  P I , P 2 , P 3 ,
f l ^ p 3
xW f W? ( L  ( / , * ^ ^  i*  (f, O S f S . r t }
(2.135)
C(t-to)=EE E (w'?w'f) S'f’'P'l(i,«o)5f2'*(t,t„)5p, («,(o)
t , P  P l ,P 2 ,P 3 ,  
p'l-P^ .Pa
x ( i  ( / ,  <)±;fS ' ,±j; ‘S J S *
r,p m,P2,P3, 
p'i.P'.-Ps
f a  t ) ± i f ‘±^,±13 t
x ’ X
(2.136)
This concludes our discussion of the colorwave formalism as applied to non-local 
baryonic operators.
C H A P T E R  3
C harm ed b ottom  baryon  
spectroscopy
Experimental observations of charmed and bottom  baryons date back to the 
mid 1970s with the discovery of the A+, and to  the early 1990s with the discovery 
of the Ab. Since th a t time, the experimental spectrum has filled out with many very 
precise measurements of the ground state energies of singly charmed and bottom  
baryons. In the past 10 years, results from BaBar and Belle, as well as the DO 
and CDF experiments at Fermilab have provided more precise measurements of 
heavy flavor ground and excited states as well as a first glimpse of several new 
states, most notably the controversial Qb a t CDF [30] and DO [31] and the Ecc at 
SELEX [32, 33]. Although the former controversy has been resolved by a more 
recent measurement at the LHCb [34], the latter observation has still received no 
experimental verification to date, and is generally in disagreement with most current 
theoretical results by ~200 MeV. It is controversies like these, as well as the prospect 
of observations of new states th a t make this an exciting time for lattice QCD. The 
opportunities for heavy flavor spectroscopy from the lattice are threefold: 1) Lattice
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results can help to resolve controversies like the ones presented above (providing a 
model-independent point of comparison for current experimental measurements), 2) 
Lattice results can help to provide predictions for as yet unobserved states and 3) 
Spectroscopy calculations can help to pin down values for the low energy constants 
(LECs) of chiral perturbation theory (a job th a t lattice calculations are uniquely 
suited for), helping to aid in the understanding of hadronic physics at low energies. 
The predictive power of lattice QCD is especially exciting in the context of the 
upcoming increase in operating energy at the LHC scheduled for 2014.
The renewed interest in heavy baryon spectroscopy within the lattice commu­
nity is reflected by the array of recent calculations of the spectra of singly, doubly, 
and triply heavy baryons [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Early calculations 
performed in the quenched approximation explored the charmed [35] as well as the 
charmed and bottom  [42] baryon spectra, however quenching introduces a systematic 
uncertainty into the calculation which is extremely difficult to quantify. Moreover, 
from the perspective of chiral perturbation theory, the quenched version of QCD 
does not contain full QCD and therefore the low energy constants extracted from 
chiral extrapolations of values obtained in quenched calculations are not the same 
as those that are found in the chiral expansions for full QCD. Thus these extracted 
coefficients cannot be used in studying the low energy dynamics of hadronic physics.
A dynamical (2+1 flavor) calculation presented in Ref. [40] provided an ex­
tensive exploratory study of both  singly and doubly charmed and bottom  baryon 
masses, using an improved clover action to treat the charm and bottom  quarks rel- 
ativistically. Extensive details of this work (including tables of all the calculated 
baryon masses) were not published however, the available results being restricted to 
several figures containing values for singly and doubly charmed and bottom  mass 
splittings.
In Ref. [39], singly bottom  hadron mass splittings were calculated using domain
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wall valence quarks (with a lightest pion mass around 290 MeV) on dynamical con­
figurations with 2+1 flavors of Kogut-Susskind sea quarks with a lattice spacing of 
~0.124 fm. The static quark action was used for the bottom  sector, and several 
predictions were made for the masses of bottom  baryons, including the mass of the 
EJ, which has yet to  be observed experimentally. The mass of the Q* was also calcu­
lated, and found to  be in agreement with the observation of the CDF collaboration, 
providing early evidence to help quell the controversy surrounding surrounding this 
state.
Building on the singly bottom  results presented in [39], Ref. [38] calculated the 
masses of bottom  baryons including up to  three bottom  quarks. This calculation 
utilized domain wall fermions for both the sea and valence sectors on configurations 
generated by the RBC UKQCD collaboration [44]. The NRQCD action [45] was 
used for the bottom  quark, allowing the splittings betweend various spin states to 
be calculated. Additionally, the first determ ination of the Clbbb mass was presented. 
The spectrum of excited states of this triply bottom  state was then examined in 
detail in [37], with the same computational details as in [38], providing the extensive 
study of the excited sta te  spectrum  of multiply heavy states on the lattice.
Recent calculations of the charmed baryon spectrum  were carried out in Refs. [41], 
[43] and [46] each utilizing an improved clover action [47] for a relativistic treatm ent 
of the charm quarks. For the light quark sector, Liu et al. utilized domain wall 
fermions in the valence sector and Kogut-Suskind sea quarks with the lightest pion 
mass around 290 MeV. As this calculation was limited to states with J  =  1/2 chiral 
extrapolations had to be treated very carefully, as chiral expansion formulae for 
baryon masses relate the J  =  1/2 and J  =  3/2 spin partners. Briceno and Lin used 
a mixed action approach for the light sector as well, with clover improved valence 
quarks on configurations with HISQ sea quarks. For their calculation, the J  =  1/2 
and J  = 3 /2  spin partners were calculated, allowing the chiral extrapolations to be
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guided by heavy hadron chiral perturbation theory. The mixed action approach to 
the light quark sector in these calculations can present some difficulties, once such 
being the necessity of mixed action ChiPT in performing chiral extrapolations once 
the lattice calculation has been carried out. The more recent work presented in [46] 
was performed at the physical point using reweighting techniques to tune the up 
down and strange quarks to their physical masses.
The interest in heavy hadron spectroscopy has not been limited to the lattice 
community, and there has been significant recent progress in theoretical calculations 
of the charmed and bottom  baryon spectra as well using various theoretical mod­
els [48] [49] [50] [51]. Included among these calculations several determinations of the 
doubly heavy baryons which contain charm and bottom  quarks. W ith the exception 
of the early quenched heavy hadron study [35], this sector of doubly heavy states 
remains largely unexplored in lattice calculations, and there is no existing experi­
mental da ta  on charmed bottom  baryons. This is a void th a t the present work will 
seek to fill, while at the same time reinforcing the existing lattice calculations of the 
charmed and bottom  baryon spectra with a calculation using a single action for the 
light quark sector.
3.1 D e ta ils  o f  th e  la tt ic e  ca lcu la tio n
The gauge field ensembles for this spectroscopy calculation were generated by 
the RBC/UKQCD collaboration [1] utilize the Iwasaki gauge action [52, 53]. These 
gauge configurations include 2 + 1  (up down and strange) flavors of light quarks. The 
fermion action utilized for these light quarks is the domain wall action [54, 55, 56], 
where an additional fifth dimension is introduced as a means of preserving chiral 
symmetry at finite lattice spacing. In this formalism, the four dimensional light 
fermions exist on the boundaries of the fifth dimension. In the limit th a t this
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additional dimension becomes infinite, one obtains an exact chiral symmetry for 
these fermion light nodes. In practice, this additional dimension must have finite 
extent, and in the current work the length L$/a =  16. Additionally, the Domain 
wall height is set to be aM 5 =  1.8. Details about this particular action are beyond 
the scope of this work, but can be found in [57].
Two ensembles with the above param eters were utilized with different lattice 
spacings: a coarse lattice spacing with a ~  0.11 fm and a fine lattice spacing with 
a ~  0.08 fm. Additionally these ensembles were computed using various sea quark 
masses, and we utilize four different sea quark masses (two for the coarse and two 
for the fine ensembles).
Valence quark propagators were generated with these configurations, with the 
valence quark masses not restricted to equal that of the sea quark mass (partial 
quenching). This partial quenching was carried out in the interest of achieving a 
wide range of quark masses on which to perform chiral extrapolations. Table 3.1 
provides details of all of the ensembles used in the spectroscopy calculation.
Ensem. iV3 (sea)am ld
(sea)arris a (fm) (val)am u,d
(val)a m s m ivv) (MeV) m £ v) (MeV)
A 243 0.01 0.04 0.1139(18) 0.01 0.04 419(7) 752(12)
B 243 0.005 0.04 0.1119(17) 0.001 0.04 245(4) 761(12)
C 243 0.005 0.04 0.1119(17) 0.002 0.04 270(4) 761(12)
D 243 0.005 0.04 0.1119(17) 0.005 0.04 336(5) 761(12)
E 243 0.005 0.04 0.1119(17) 0.005 0.03 336(5) 665(10)
F 323 0.004 0.03 0.0849(12) 0.002 0.03 227(3) 747(10)
G 323 0.004 0.03 0.0849(12) 0.004 0.03 295(4) 747(10)
H 323 0.006 0.03 0.0848(17) 0.006 0.03 352(7) 749(14)
TABLE 3.1: Properties of the gauge field ensembles [1] and the light/strange propagators 
computed on them, a m 'p ^  sea quark masses for flavor /, and a is the lattice spacing 
(determined in Ref. [2]). The valence quark masses used for the calculation of the light 
and strange quark propagators are denoted by Lastly, the corresponding pion
and kaon masses are presented.
For the bottom  quarks, the NRQCD action presented in section 2.2.2 is used. 
For the charmed sector, the relativistic heavy quark action is used (see section 2.2.2).
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The param eters u and mo for this action were tuned non-perturbatively, as we will 
now discuss.
3.2  T un ing  th e  re la tiv is tic  h ea v y  quark action
In order to tune the param eters v and m 0  for the charmed sector, we calcu­
late the dispersion relation of J /T  as well as the spin averaged charmonium mass 
using the Chroma software package for Lattice QCD [58] for calculating correlation 
functions:
2 _  ^1p2Ni ~  M - - M  4 1 8  11
(2tr/L)2 ’ M  ~  (3.1)
Here, we use only the single momentum value to  tune the dispersion relation as it 
provides a clean estim ate of the true dispersion relation in the region of parameter 
space near the physical point of c2 =  1. In practice, the tuning procedure began by 
calculating the correlation functions:
^ W / ^ )  =  e P X tsrc +  t) 0 Vc, j/^ (x src, tarc)> (3.2)
X
(with 0 Vc =  C7 5 C, Oj/.,pc — C7 ic) with a two randomly placed sources on each 
configuration (an average was later taken over the source locations). The masses 
M r]c, Mj/ii, were then extracted using single exponential fits. From these masses, c2 
and M  were determined from the above relations, using the mass of the rjc in the 
determ ination of c2. Next, a linear dependence of both quantities on both v and mo
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Param eter mo V M Vc Mj/,p M c2
243
323
0.1214
-0.0044
1.2362
1.1281
2982(45)
2989(58)
3091(47)
3097(60)
3063(48)
3070(63)
1.010(15)
1.000(30)
TABLE 3.2: Optimal parameters determined from tuning the relativistic heavy quark 
action. The calculations were carried out on 326 configurations for the 243 ensemble 
and 316 configurations for the 323 ensemble with a two randomly placed sources on each 
configuration (an average was later taken over the source locations).
was assumed of the form:
/ m  (", mo) =  <5 +  c,, v  +  C „om0
f c  (v, m„) =  6 C + C i v  +  Ccmrm a.
(3.3)
(3.4)
The optimal values of v  and mo were then determined iteratively by minimizing 
the function:
x2 = Y - F ( u , m 0) C - 1 Y - F ( v , m 0) (3.5)
where:
Y  =
A/ ((A m,o) Ylphys /m  (*A m 0)
, F  (u, m 0) =
c{u, to0) -  1 f c  (^, m 0)
(3.6)
and C is the jackknife estim ate of the covariance m atrix of Y .  The results of this 
minimization are presented in Table 3.2.
3 .3  C ovariant baryon  in terp o la tin g  op era tors
For the present calculation, covariant interpolating operators were constructed 
for the baryon and mesonic sectors. We begin with operators of the form:
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Ob[q,q',q"\a = tabc(C^b) ^  q% q* (P+q")\
0'b[q,q\q"]a =  ea6c (C l 5 )01 [qa0 q?  (P+q %  +  <  (P+q)ea
Oj[q,q',q"}a = eabc (C ^p y  q% q* (P+q'XJf\C /£*’
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
where a, b, c are color indices, a , p, 7  are spinor indices, C  is the charge conju­
gation matrix, and P+ is the positive-parity projector
P+ — o(l +  7o)- (3.10)
The operators 0 5 and 0'b have positive parity and spin 1/2. The operator ( ) 3 
(where j  =  1, 2, 3) has positive parity but couples to both spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 in 
general. Using the projectors
P P  = b iT * . (3-11)
p k 2) =  h f - b i - n i. (3. i2)
(1I,l\ ( H/2^we are able to project to definite spin, creating the operators 0 ) and 0 ) 
given by:
o ‘1/2W .< 7 " ]„  =  ( p l m Ot [q,g',g"])a ,
O f m lq,q',q"}a =  (P j lm Ot [q, q', 9"]) .
(3.13)
(3.14)
In Table 3.3, we tabulate these operators alongside all of the baryonic states 
considered in this work.
Hadron J p Operator(s)
Ac 1 + 2 0 5[u,d,c]
Sc 1 + 2 O f /2)[u,u,c]
Sc* 3 +  2 O f /2)[u, w,c]
-c 1 + 2 0 5[u,s, c]
'—'c 1 + 2 Oj1/2)[w,s,c], <yh[u,s,c)
'-‘C 3 +  2 0 j3/2)[iz,s,c]
nc 1 + 2 0 j 1/2)[s,s,c]
n*c 3 +  2 o f 2)M ,c ]
-cc 1 + 2 O j1/2) [c, c, u\
Z7*“ cc 3 +  2 O f /2) [c, c, it]
^cc 1 + 2 Oj1/2)[c, c, s]
ft*cc 3 +  2 O f /2) [c, c, 5 ]
ftccc 3 +  2 O f /2) [c, c, c]
A 6 1 + 2 0 5[it,d,&]
s 6
1 + 
2 0 ] 1/2) [it, it, b]
S 6* 3 +  2 O f /2) [it, it, 6]
=6 1 + 2 0 5[u,s, b]
1 + 
2 O f /2)[u,s,b], 0 '5[u,s,b]
■zr*“ 6 3 + 2 O f /2)[u,s,b]
ft& 1 + 2 C>j1/2)[s,s,&]
«6
3 +  
2 O f /2)[s,s,b}
=66 1 + 2 0 ] 1/2)[6, b, it]
[I] 3 +  2 O f /2)[b,b,u}
ft&6 1 + 2 O f /2)[b, b, s]
TABLE 3.3 -  Continued on next page
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TABLE 3.3 -  continued from previous page 
Hadron J p Operator (s)
^66
3 + 
2 o f /2)[ 6 ,M
^ 666 3 +  2 O f /2)[fc,fc,fc]
^ c b
1 + 
2 0 5[w,c, 6]
'—‘cb 1 + 2 Oj1/2)[tt,c,6], C>5[u,c, fc]
'—cb 3 +  2 O f /2)[u,c, fc]
1 + 
2 0 5[s,c,b]
n *
1 + 
2 Oj1/2)[s,c,fc], 0 '5[s,c,b]
3 +  
2 O f /2)[s,c,b]
f^ cc6 1 + 2 0 ^ 2)[c, c, fc]
3 +  
2 O f /2)[c, c,b]
^ebb 1 + 2 O f /2)[b, fc,c]
O*1 ‘‘ebb 3 +  2 O f /2)[fc,fc,c]
TABLE 3.3: Heavy-baryon operators.
For the mesonic sector, we use operators of the form:
0 (bM)[q,q') = q i^q \ (3.15)
OjM)[q,q'} =  qijq'. (3.16)
To construct a basis of operators constructed with this methodology, Gaussian 
smearing was applied to the operators as given by:
r 2 \  « S
<? =  ( 1 +  ^ A < 2M 9, (3.17)
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where the gauge-covariant three-dimensional lattice Laplace operator, A (2), is 
defined as
1 3
A <2)g(x, <) =  ^ 2  ^Vj(x, t )g(x +  q j , t )  -  2q(x, t )  +  U- j ( x , t ) q ( x  -  aj, ()j  .
(3.18)
Different levels of smearing were used for the the various flavors of quark, as 
presented in Table 3.4. For the present analysis, the smearings were applied to either 
all of the heavy quarks, or none of the heavy quarks with the light quarks always 
being smeared at the source and sink. This provides a basis of two interpolating 
operators for each state in question.
D ata set ciT's, n s  (light/strange) (M's, n s  (charm) nrs, ns  (bottom)
243 C53 3.08, 30 2.12, 70 1.41, 10
323 3.08, 30 2.83, 70 1.89, 10
TABLE 3.4: Parameters used for the smearing of the quark fields in the baryon and 
meson interpolating operators.
Once the operators have been constructed, zero-momentum projected two point 
functions were calculated as:
C ( t )  = ] T ( O ( x , t  + t0)O(x-0, t  + t0) ) ,  (3.19)
X
where the operator at the source and sink can either be smeared or unsmeared.
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3 .4  M ass ex tra c tio n  proced u re
W ith a basis of two operators for each state in question, a m atrix of correlation 
functions can be constructed as:
Q j  (t ) ~  A}, (A l ) * e - Eot (1 + 0  (e~AElt)) . (3.20)
In order to reduce contamination from excited states and allow for fitting at 
earlier time ranges, we performed two exponential fits of the form:
f i j  ( A , , E0, E, t )  = (t ) ( A l Y  ( e - Eot +  e " ^ )  . (3.21)
where the extracted energy E  is understood to act as a bucket for excited state 
contamination and not to provide an accurate measure of the energy of the first 
excited state. The fits were performed by minimizing the function:
F  ^A i , Eo, E j  — Ci j  (t ) — ^A i , Eo, E, t j^ j
it, t') [ck,t ( O  -  h,u ( Ai, Eo, E,  t ' ) ]  (3.22)
with the observed covariance m atrix calculated as:
a J M  ( t ,  f )  = f {Cij (<) -  { C , J  (t))N) N { C „ J  («') -  (CtJ (t'))N }„ , (3.23)
where N  is the number of configurations and (.. .)N represents the average over 
gauge field configurations of the enclosed quantity.
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To facilitate the above process, first, single exponential fits were carried out, 
yielding an energy E'0. This energy was then used as the initial guess for the ground 
state of the two exponential fit, helping to stabilize the fitting procedure. The fitting 
ranges were chosen such th a t x 2/d .o ./. <  1 with the minimum possible statistical 
uncertainty as estim ated by the inverse of the covariance matrix. Furthermore, 
in anticipation of the eventual chiral extrapolation th a t would be performed, the 
fitting ranges for chiral partner states (e.g. A, E, E*) were chosen to be as similar as 
possible. To aid in the choice of fitting range, effective mass plots were considered. 
The effective mass for a correlation function is given by:
The effective mass is a useful tool for determining when a correlation function 
has little ground sta te  contamination as it will exhibit a plateau region when the 
correlation function is dom inated by a single exponential. In Fig. 3.4 several example 
effective mass plots are shown for the 323, m sea = m vai = 0.006 ensemble.
The results of the fitting described above are presented in Tables 3.5 and 3.6.
The statistical uncertainty (arising from the fact th a t these quantities were cal­
culated in a Monte Carlo simulation) was determined using a jackknife resampling 
procedure, where the correlation function for a each individual configuration is sys­
tematically removed and the fit redone on each reduced configuration population. 
The statistical uncertainty is then given by s /N  x  a, where a  is the variance of the 
energies obtained from the resampled population and N  is the number of config­
urations. To obtain an estim ate of the systematic uncertainty associated with the 
choice of fitting window, the fitting window was shifted by one time slice and the fit 
performed again. The difference between this newly extracted mass and th a t of the 
original fit was taken to  be the systematic uncertainty associated with the choice of
(3.24)
a*m 
„ 
a‘m
.
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FIG. 3.1: Example effective mass plots for the 323, m sea =  m vat =  0.006 ensemble.
fitting window.
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3.5  C hiral and  con tin u u m  ex tra p o la tio n s
As this spectroscopy calculation has been performed using several unphysical 
pion masses, in order to obtain a final result th a t is comparable to experimental 
results (as well as provide useful predictions for baryons th a t have yet to be ob­
served) we must perform an extrapolation of our results to  the physical pion mass. 
One complicating factor stems from the fact th a t the calculation was performed 
using partial quenching in the light quark sector in order to  extend the range of 
pion masses beyond those offered by the set of gauge field configurations used. Be­
cause of this, the baryon masses in the current calculation (containing light valence 
quarks) are expected have a dependence on both the sea and valence quaxk masses. 
Although partial quenching is an unphysical tool utilized in lattice calculations to 
combat the com putational expense of lowering the pion mass, theoretical tools are 
available to assist in performing extrapolations of partially quenched calculations 
in both the valence and sea sectors to the physical point. Partially quenched chiral 
perturbation theory (PQ yPT) [59] is an effective field theory in which the sea and 
valence quark masses are not constrained to  have the same value. This is achieved 
by the introduction of (unphysical) bosonic ghost quark fields th a t contribute neg­
atively to the mass of the sea quarks (see Section 1.5). An expansion in powers 
of the sea and valence quark masses is then performed for quantities of interest, 
allowing the sea and valence quark mass dependence can to be studied to a given 
order. Early applications [59] of partially quenched chiral perturbation theory in the 
analysis of lattice calculation results aimed at studying the effects of fully quench­
ing one flavor of quarks while leaving others unquenched, a situation encountered 
in calculations where it was prohibitively expensive to include a second dynamical 
fermion mass in the generation of the gauge field ensembles. Successful applications 
of P Q xP T  expressions in lattice calculations include the study of the dependence
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on variations in the sea and valence quark masses of a variety of hadronic proper­
ties, such as electromagnetic properties [60] [61] [62], decay constants [63] [64] [65], 
and even generalized parton distributions [6 6 ] in addition to hadron masses [67] [6 8 ] 
[69] [70] [71] [72] As with xPT , P Q xP T  has been extended to include symmetries 
associated with heavy quarks. Partially quenched heavy hadron chiral perturba­
tion theory (PQ HHxPT) constructs the chiral Lagrangian to include heavy quark 
symmetries in both the infinite mass limit as well as the NRQCD framework which 
includes C5(1/toq) corrections. Expressions have been derived for the sea and va­
lence mass dependence of singly [22] and doubly heavy [69] baryon masses, the latter 
relying on quark-diquark symmetry to relate the properties of singly heavy mesons 
to doubly heavy baryons. As the chiral expansion for SU(3) is thought to  have 
poor convergence properties, we will allow our extrapolations to  be guided by SU(2) 
HH PQ xPT. For singly heavy baryons, we extend existing expressions [22] for the 
baryon masses to  include 0 ( 1 /m o )  corrections, while for the doubly heavy sector, 
we use the expressions presented in Ref. [69]. To include finite volume effects that 
appear from performing the calculation in a finite sized box, we include corrections 
to the chiral functions taken from Ref. [73]
In addition to the light quark mass dependence, the dependence on the finite 
lattice spacing must be accounted for. In order to accomplish this, we parameterize 
the lattice spacing dependence with a coefficient ca for each of the chiral extrapola­
tions, then set this param eter to zero in quoting our final results. Below we present 
the formulae used for our extrapolations, ordered by the heavy quark content of the 
states.
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3.5.1 Singly heavy extrapolation  form ulae
For the singly heavy sector, we have baryons containing either a single bottom  
or single charm quark. As partially quenched expressions for the masses of these 
singly heavy baryons have previously only appeared in the literature in the iuq -» oo 
limit (see Ref. [22]), the expressions used in the present work have been extended 
to include the effects of 0 ( l /m ,Q )  corrections to the chiral Lagrangian. For the 
purposes of chiral extrapolations, we have three multiplets of states based on the 
strangeness content th a t will have different expressions for the light quark mass 
dependence. For the strangeness 5  =  0 sector, we have the { A q ,  E q , E q }  multiplet 
which is expected to  exhibit the strongest leading order light quark mass dependence 
due to the existence of two light valence quarks in the interpolating operators.
The light pseudoscalar mass dependence for this multiplet is given by:
Ma 0 h.2 A4
Afg —  Mq + As,A
/ 2+ —
8
Al
f 2
+  X a 2
m e . A e*,a Al A2
< , 7a2) 0
9l K 'S +  92
.  . .  K 3  _
where the A* are the low energy constants (LECs) of the theory (normalized 
by the bare param eter A from the chiral Lagrangian) and the M s,gi are the parts 
of the loop contribution for baryon B  proportional to the coupling gf (with this 
coupling divided out). These terms along with the finite corrections are given in 
Appendices A .l and A.3, respectively.
For the strangeness 5 = 1  sector, we expect the multiplet { E q , E q , E q }  to have 
an additional leading order dependence on the valence sea quark mass, unconstrained
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between S  and T  baryons leading to two additional fit parameters. The light and 
strange psuedoscalar mass dependence is then given by:
m 5 0 h .2 A4 A4
— M q'+ A h ',5
p  
+  8 Ai
f 2 2 , J
m nvv +  Y A2
f 2
m l  + A 2 m L
M = * 1 > II
I « In 1 Ai A 2 A 2
KJS 0
1
O
1
KJS + 92 K 'S + Cl m 2• l s , v v
m{3 1
(3.26)
As the values of gi, g2, <73 have been previously determined in Ref. [74], it is 
useful to constrain their values while performing the chiral extrapolations in the 
interest of stabilizing the fits. This is accomplished by adding two additional con­
straint terms to  the above formulae of the form: (g — go)2 / a 2. Here g is the value of 
either gj or g2 as determined in the aforementioned reference, and ag is the width, 
determined by adding in quadrature to the statistical uncertainty of the gs a 10-30% 
width to  account for O  (1/m g) corrections1. For the singly bottom  states the width 
was chosen to be 10% while for the charm states the width was chosen to be 30%, 
as the infinite mass limit is a  much better approximation for the bottom  sector than 
the charmed. The constraining param eters and their associated widths are given in 
Table 3.8.
For singly heavy states containing two strange quarks, the leading order depen­
dence is expected to come from the mass of the valence rjs. Additional higher order 
effects could enter at one loop order introducing a dependence on the sea pion mass 
as well. We therefore make the following ansatz in fitting the singly heavy states
Tt should be noted here that this reduces the effective number of degrees of freedom by 2
I l l
9o og{Q =  b) og(Q =  c)
92 0.84 0.22 0.32
93 0.71 0.15 0.25
TABLE 3.7: Constraining parameters for singly heavy chiral extrapolations
9o ag(QQ = bb) ag(QQ = cb) CTgiQQ =  cc)
9i 0.449 0.10 0.18 0.27
(3.27)
TABLE 3.8: Constraining parameters for doubly heavy chiral extrapolations 
containing two strange quarks:
n
d-  CfjgTn^vv ~T C nm wSS
3.5.2 D oubly  heavy extrapolation  form ulae
To guide our extrapolations for doubly heavy baryons with strangeness 5  =  0, 
we rely on SU(2) versions of the relations presented in Ref. [69]:
=  Mo +
0
1
#0>
1
1 A*
M =
—  M q +
" ( 1 / 2 ) f a  2
9  m n vv -- / V < . + 9 ?
-Q Q
m 13/ 2)
-Q Q  .1
J;1
j . (1 /4 )  .
z
(3.28)
Here M0 is the chiral limit mass, A h the chiral limit mass splitting, and o {"> the LEC 
of the chiral theory (again normalized by the bare param eter A in the Lagrangian). 
The chiral loop corrections M i ^ 2\  M - J 2^  are presented in Appendix A.2, with the
'" 'Q Q  WQQ
finite volume corrections to these terms presented in Appendix A.3. Once again, 
we constrain the param eter g\ w ith the value from Ref. [74] by adding a term  of 
the form (g — go)2 f  a 2g. Again, the width is chosen to be dependent on the heavy 
quark content of the state, with slightly larger widths (from 20% - 60%) chosen than 
for the singly heavy states to account for quark diquark symmetry breaking effects.
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These constraining param eters and their associated widths are presented in Table 
3.8.
For doubly heavy states containing one strange quark, we assume the same 
dependence as in Eqn. 3.27.
3.5.3 Triply heavy extrapolation  form ulae
Triply heavy baryons contain no valence light or strange quarks, we obtain 
no additional information by varying the valence light and strange quark masses. 
Additionally, there is no reason to expect th a t any sea quark dependence from one 
loop contributions should enter in the same way to the various triply heavy states. 
This significantly reduces the number of da ta  points available as input to the chiral 
extrapolations, as we perform individual fits for each of the triply heavy states. In 
light of this limitation, we make the ansatz th a t the triply heavy states will have 
only a lattice spacing dependence of the form:
M n(., = M 0 + caa2 (3.29)“ qqq
3.5.4  F ittin g  procedure and results
In order to perform the chiral extrapolations, we make use of the formulae 
presented in the previous section. To each extrapolation formula we add a lattice 
spacing dependence of the form: caa2, giving us a fit function /  (u) dependent on a 
set of fit param eters here denoted by u.
For the states of interest we construct the vector:
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V =
M i
M 2 -  NCM C -  N bM b, (3.30)
where the bar denotes the average over jackknife ensembles, and the values M Cj6 
are the spin averaged masses of the doubly heavy meson states, and N Ctb are the 
number of charmed and bottom  quarks in the state in question. This subtraction is 
carried out in order to reduce any residual O  ((a m g )n) error from the tuning of the 
charmed quark mass, as well as to remove the energy shift introduced by the use of 
NRQCD for the bottom  sector. It should be noted here th a t the masses in y  have 
been converted to physical units by multiplying by the inverse lattice spacing. The 
covariance m atrix C  is then calculated, with the covariances between different gauge 
field ensembles set identically to zero. In order to  include the statistical uncertainty 
associated with the determination of the lattice spacing, we augment the covariance 
m atrix by adding the lattice spacing uncertainty in quadrature with the covariance:
d  (M lf M2) = C ( M u  m 2) +  M i M 2 ^ -
(a -1)
(3.31)
We then numerically determine the values of the fit param eters {is0} th a t minimize 
the function:
(3.32)
The uncertainty on the fit param eters are determined from the inverse of the covari­
ance m atrix (over jackknife ensembles), as are the uncertainties for the extrapolated 
masses themselves. An estim ate of the systematic uncertainty associated withe the
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Param eter { A c S o S ;} I 1 ‘c i 1 'ci —c f {At, E;,, {'—'6) —
M0 (MeV) 664(73) 753(45) 286(63) 1089(82)
A e ,a  (MeV) 288(59) 157(44) 256(47) 265(74)
A e .,a (MeV) 368(56) 231(44) 265(47) 296(75)
(A3/ 2) (M eV)"2 x 10~3 1.87(76) 0.45(13) 1.94(55) 0.21(19)
( A J 2) (M eV)"2 x 10~4 -0.9(2.1) 1.6(7) 3.3(1.8) -7.0(2.9)
(A4/ 2) (M eV )-2 x 10“4 4.6(3.0) 2.1(2.0) 4.2(2.7) 2.0(3.4)
(A2/ 2) (M eV )-2 x 10-4 1.6(2.1) 0.2(1.8) 1.2(2.2) 6.1(3.3)
C j  (M eV )-1 x 10--4 N /A 3.3(5) N /A 0.78(86)
(M eV )-1 x 10 -4 N /A 3.0(7) N /A -2.3(1.2)
93 0.72(0.22) 0.75(0.24) 0.70(0.15) 0.71(0.15)
92 0.72(0.31) 0.80(0.32) 0.83(0.22) 0.84(0.22)
ca (MeV)3x l0 3 3.5(3.7) 2.8(3.9) 2.6(4.8) -1.0(4.9)
x ' /d .o . f . 1.2 0.45 1.0 0.81
Q 0.31 0.91 0.41 0.62
TABLE 3.9: Fit param eters for singly heavy extrapolations.
choice of fitting window was obtained by moving the fitting window by one time slice 
for all states and then performing the extrapolation again for this new fitting range. 
In order to  facilitate this process, covariant fits were not used in these additional 
extrapolations. The difference in these new results with the original extrapolation 
was then taken to be the systematic uncertainty. In evaluating the goodness of the 
fit, we use both y 2/d .o ./. as well as the quality of fit Q (y2, d.o.f.),  which provides 
a measure of the probability of obtaining a given y 2 from a fit with a fixed number 
of degrees of freedom.
The fitted parameters for these extrapolations are presented in Tables 3.9, 3.10, 
3.11, 3.12, and the extrapolated masses presented in Tables 3.13, 3.14. An example 
of the chiral extrapolation for the singly charmed sector is presented in Fig. 3.5.4.
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Param eter -r*)cc "~^cb -(*) —66
M0 (MeV) 583(25) 675(42) 739(33)
A „  (MeV) 117(4) 39(7) 41(4)
( d p )  (MeV)“2 x 10-4 -1.3(7) -1.1(1.2) -1.4(1.1)
( a ' p )  (M eV)"2 x 10~4 -1.4(1.2) -1.8(1.7) -1.4(1.5)
9\ 0.24(9) 0.36(0.13) 0.47(9)
ca (MeV)3x l0 3 3.6(2.4) 4.4(3.8) 8.9(3.8)
X 2 / d.o.f. 0.61 0.51 1.39
Q 0.75 0.83 0.20
TABLE 3.10: Fit parameters for doubly heavy extrapolations.
Param eter d p n {*} n {*}lLcb 12(*)“ 66
M0 (MeV) 915(55) 1302(108) 530(46) 779(63) 678(46)
A* (MeV) 68(3) 27(5) 84(2) 31(2) 38(2)
CVa (MeV)” 1 x 10“4 5.0(0.6) 0.8(1.7) 2.2(7) 1.1(8) 2.3(6)
Cn (M eV )"1 x 10-4 0.2(3.7) 2.9(4.8) -1.2(1.9) -1.4(2.8) 0.2(2.7)
ca (MeV)3x l0 3 3.3(4.9) 0.5(6.7) 5.0(2.9) 1.3(3.8) 2.6(3.6)
X2/d.o.f . 0.51 0.26 0.68 0.03 0.48
Q 0.77 0.93 0.64 0.99 0.79
TABLE 3.11: Fit param eters for doubly heavy extrapolations.
Parameter f lc c c 12c c b 12*c6 12c66 o*c66 12 666
M0 (MeV) 
ca (MeV)3x l0 3
192(9) 
2.3(0.1)
200(10) 
2.8(1.1)
222(12) 
3.4(1.2)
200(9) 
1.5(1.0)
228(11) 
2.0(1.1)
206(10) 
-0.2(1.1)
X2 /  d.o.f. 0.3 0.01 0.3 0.05 0.43 0.03
Q 0.60 0.90 0.62 0.83 0.51 0.85
TABLE 3.12: Fit param eters for triply heavy extrapolations.
Baryon Lattice (GeV) Expt. (GeV) Baryon Lattice (GeV) Expt. (GeV)
Ac 2.269(44) (24) 2.286 A 6 5.607(51)(29) 5.619
S c 2.494(36)(14) 2.454 5.818(48)(32) 5.811
S * 2.569(40)(20) 2.518 5.826(49)(39) 5.832
1— 'C 2.462(34)(13) 2.467 —6 5.860(61)(11) 5.791
“ c 2.595(37) (96) 2.575 "f“ 6 5.978(53)(10) -
nr* 2.667(38) (24) 2.645 '3'*“ 6 6.008(53)(19) -
12c 2.690(41)(16) 2.685 12 6 6.066(50) (4) 6.071
12: 2.758(49)(23) 2.765 121 6.094(50)(5) -
TABLE 3.13: Extrapolated masses for singly heavy states. The first number in paren­
thesis is the estimated statistical uncertainty, and the second is the estimated systematic 
uncertainty due to the choice of fitting window.
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Baryon Lattice (GeV) Baryon Lattice (GeV) Baryon Lattice (GeV)
-C C 3.600(22)(27) “ c6 6.919(38)(23) “ 66 10.167(31)(80)
77*
— cc 3.688(23)(27) '~~‘cb 6.949(39) (4) 77*- 6 6 10.199(31)(65)
^ c c 3.703(24)(21) Qcb 7.082(45)(78) ^ 6 6 10.230(30) (23)n*cc 3.787(23)(27) % 7.113(46)(46) 10.268(30)(20)
J ‘cec 4.794(9) ^ccb 7.989(11) ^ 6 8.012(12)
^cbb 11.177(9) «*6 11.206(11) ^bbb 14.370(10)
TABLE 3.14: Extrapolated masses for doubly and triply heavy states. The first number 
in parenthesis is the estimated statistical uncertainty, and the second is the estimated 
systematic uncertainty due to the choice of fitting window.
m2 (GeV*)
FIG. 3.2: Example of chiral/continuum extrapolations for singly charmed states. The 
different line types represent the extrapolation evaluated at coarse and fine lattice spac- 
ings and the continuum limit represented by dashed, dotted and solid lines respectively 
(with green, blue and orange error bands respectively). Circles and squares represent 
fine and coarse lattice results respectively.
C H A P T E R  4 
H eavy Flavor Interactions and  
Four Quark S ta tes from  th e  
L attice
The calculation of hadronic forces from first principles allows insight into how 
interactions of the fundamental quark and gluonic degrees of freedom manifest them­
selves at the hadronic level. Lattice QCD is an excellent tool for calculating hadronic 
observables in the low energy regime. Although lattice calculations in Euclidean 
space are not well suited for the study of real-time scattering processes, two methods 
can be used to extract interaction information from the lattice. Liischer’s method 
[75], which was briefly discussed in Section 2.5, relates the elastic scattering phase 
shift of a two particle system in a finite periodic box with the energy levels of the 
system. An alternate method, used in the present work, extracts the interaction 
energy as a function of hadron separation. This method is only applicable for sys­
tems of hadrons containing more than one heavy quarks which can be treated in the 
static approximation providing a definite spatial position for the hadrons.
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Phenomenologically, two heavy-light meson systems (which we will denote as 
HLHL) have become interesting in the study of tetraquark bound states [76] [77] 
[78]. It has long been known tha t the binding of a QQqq (with q = u,d)  system 
increases with the mass ratio of the heavy to light quark flavours [79], thus ccqq 
and bbqq systems are excellent candidates in the search for exotic four quark bound 
states. In Ref. [78] a distinction was made between two types of tetraquark bound 
states: molecular, in which the four quarks exhibit a single physical two-meson 
(singlet-singlet) component, and the more exotic compact bound states. The latter 
would involve a complicated color space structure in which quark pairs form color 
vectors which then combine to form a colorless four quark state [78]. In spite of this 
complicated color structure, compact bound states can be interpreted as a mixture 
of various two meson (color singlet) components [80]. The expected features that 
would characterize a molecular bound state would be a  small binding energy and a 
bound state RMS radius greater than  th a t of the sum of the two particle sizes, i.e.:
a   R M S 4q_____
R ~  R M S My +  R M S m2
A compact state, on the other hand, would be more tightly bound and have a smaller 
RMS radius than the molecular state. In Ref. [81] doubly heavy four quark states 
were modeled as hadronic molecules interacting via a meson exchange potential. 
Several of the doubly bottom  bound states were found to be deeply bound and 
spatially compact, making them excellent candidates for tetraquark bound states. 
It is with these ideas in mind th a t we may begin to search for the signature of 
compact bound states on the lattice.
Lattice calculations of the interaction potential of the heavy-light heavy-light 
system were first performed over 20 years ago (see eg. Ref. [82]), however only re­
cently have these simulations included fully dynamical fermions for the light up and
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down quarks [83, 84, 85, 86]. The study of tetraquark states from lattice calculations 
had remained unexplored until only recently with Ref [85] hinting at the possibility 
of a bound tetraquark state in one heavy-light heavy-light channel that exhibits a 
particularly wide and deep potential well when compared with other channels. In 
Ref. [86] this particular channel was investigated further by fitting lattice potentials 
with a simple potential model and numerically solving the two body Schrodinger 
equation to  extract a binding energy1. In the present work we perform a calculation 
similar to ([85], [86]) using the anisotropic clover Wilson action for the light quarks. 
Using a highly constrained phenomenological potential model, we then present a 
quantitative determ ination of a bound state energy in the HLHL system.
An inherent difficulty in making comparisons between theoretical models and 
lattice calculations performed in the static limit stems from the omission of the 
heavy quark spin in the static limit. As to#  —> oo, the integer valued (J  =  0,1) 
angular momemtum eigenstates of a single heavy light meson map onto a single static 
limit eigenstate with J  =  1/2. The energies of the non-static angular momentum 
eigenstates also converge to a single energy corresponding to the J  = 1/2 eigenstate. 
Although the two spaces map onto each other, there is not a simple one to one 
correspondence between static limit eigenstates and their non-static counterparts, 
and care must be taken in making identifications between the two spaces. Previous 
lattice studies of HLHL interaction energy ([82], [87] for example) performed in the 
quenched approximation and included uncontrolled systematic errors because of this. 
Recently dynamical quarks have been used to calculate the HLHL interaction energy 
using a complete set of quantum  numbers which exploits the full set of symmetries 
of the HLHL system [88].
'The recent work of Ref. [86] appeared as a preprint while this manuscript was at its final stages 
of preparation.
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4.1 B ack grou n d
4.1.1 H eavy-Light sta tes
The quark model view of a heavy-light meson is of a heavy anti-quark Q coupled 
to a light quark q. The relevant quantum  numbers to  describe such a state are total 
angular momentum J  and its projection along some axis (here arbitrarily chosen to 
be z) Jz , and the parity Pi as well as the relevant flavor quantum  numbers. For our 
interests, we choose Q = b and q =  {u, d}. Therefore all states then have bottomness 
b = +1, and are otherwise classified by total isospin and the third component of 
isospin ( I , I Z) =  (1/2, ± 1 /2 ). Throughout this work, we make the assumption that 
we fit our correlation functions with a sufficiently large tmin such that contributions 
from excited states have died out and we extract only the ground state energy. 
Furthermore, we assume that states with non-zero orbital angular momentum L  are 
at sufficiently high energies as to have a negligible contribution to the ground state 
energies which we extract. We are then free to speak of the spin and total angular 
momentum interchangeably.
In heavy quark effective theory, spin dependent contributions enter into the 
heavy quark action at order 1/m //, and in the static limit (m// —> oo) the heavy 
quark acts as a static color source. This means th a t the spin of the HL meson 
comes only from the light degrees of freedom. Because of this, the physical HL 
meson states with J  =  (0,1) become degenerate in the static limit, with both 
represented by a single J  = 1/2 state. The relevant angular momentum classification 
is then (J, Jz) =  (1/2, ± 1 /2 ). W ith the above flavor assignments, the lowest energy 
excitations of the B spectrum with J p =  {0,1}“ (coupling to the static J p = 1 /2“ 
B) are B 0i± and B*, and for J p =  {0 ,1}+ (coupling to  the static J p =  1/2+ 2?i), 
the ground state B\  (5721)° (neglecting excited states).
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4.1.2 H eavy-Light H eavy-Light states
When constructing states with a pair of HL mesons, care must be taken in 
determining a relevant set of quantum  numbers tha t fully exploit the symmetries of 
the problem. The flavor quantum  numbers for a Heavy-Light Heavy-Light (HLHL) 
system are straightforward, and for a QqQq (with q — {u, d}) there are two isospin 
combinations, an isospin triplet with 7 = 1  and an I — 0 singlet. For a HLHL 
pair separated by a vector r  the rotational symmetry is broken to rotations around 
the separation axis. Total angular momentum J  is therefore no longer a conserved 
quantity, though its projection along the axis of separation (arbitrarily taken to  be z) 
is still conserved. The system will also be symmetric or antisymmetric under parity 
as well as reflections through a plane containing the separation axis, which we shall 
call P±. This last transform ation can be accomplished by a parity transformation 
followed by a rotation of 7r about an axis perpendicular to  the reflection plane. States 
with Jz = ±1 are not invariant under this transform ation (being mapped onto each 
other), but their average is an eigenstate of P±. Lastly we choose to classify HLHL 
states by intrinsic parity P ,, defined to be the product of the intrinsic parities of the 
two light quarks, and (full) parity P , defined as the product of the intrinsic parity 
transformation and coordinate inversion of the two particle spatial wavefunction. 
We will use both parity quantum  numbers in our classification of states.
4 .2  M eth o d o lo g y
4.2.1 HL and HLHL interpolating fields
A general interpolating operator coupling to a single heavy-light state is given
by:
O h l  ( x )  = Q ( x ) F q ( x )  (4.1)
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with T chosen to achieve the desired angular momentum and parity quantum  num­
bers. For pseudoscalar HL states, T =  7 5 , 7 i (with i = 1 ,2,3), corresponding to a 
particle in the static limit with J p = l/2 ~ , which we will refer to simply as B. J  =  1 
meson states with T =  1 , 7 , 7 5  correspond to a state with J p = l / 2 +, which we shall 
refer to as B\.  We make the choice T =  7 5  for Ob  and T =  1 for O bx- As it will 
be useful in the analysis of HLHL states, it should be noted th a t for these choices 
of T, correlation functions constructed from Ob  interpolating fields will consist of 
only upper (positive parity) components in the Dirac basis of the light quarks while 
those constructed from Oqx will consist of only lower (negative parity) components. 
This is explicitly shown in Appendix A.4. The states are classified by the additional 
flavor quantum  numbers (/, I z) = (1, ±1) for q =  {u, d}.
For HLHL states, we want to create states with definite ( / ,  I z, | Jz \, P±, P, Pi) 
and displacement f  a t the source and sink. To do this, we want to  couple only 
our light quarks in spinor space to specify the quantum  numbers of the state while 
allowing the heavy quarks to act only as color sources. Our general HLHL operator 
is then given by:
^HLHLzlPA''P'Pi) (x ,r )  = Q (x, t ) Q ( x  + r , t) x [q (x, t ) q ( x  +  r, i)]
(4.2)
where the light quark wavefunctions [q (x, t ) q ( x  + r , t)] are combined in such a way 
as to achieve the set of quantum numbers ( /,  I z, \JZ\, P j_ ,  P ,  Pi)  of the system. The 
explicit construction of these wavefunctions is described in Appendix A.5. For sim­
plicity we restrict ourselves to  identical source and sink interpolating fields neglect­
ing any cross correlators between states. Isospin is a good quantum  number on 
the 2 +  1 flavor lattices with which we work, and we choose our interpolating fields 
to be isospin eigenstates with ( / , / 2) =  (1,1) and (I , I Z) =  (0,0). At large spatial
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separations, we expect the energy of the four quark state to asymptotically ap­
proach the energy of its dominant two meson component2. States with p  =  — 1 
will tend towards the energy of a B B X combination a t large spatial separations. 
There are two possible combinations of the light quark parities th a t yield p  =  +1: 
(P11P2) =  (+, + ) ,  (—, —)• In light of the above discussion of parity content of single 
HL states, we project our p  =  +1 interpolating fields to  contain only negative or 
positive parity spinor components and retain these as distinct interpolating fields. 
The expectation is th a t interpolating fields constructed from lower spinor compo­
nents will exhibit a significantly higher ground state energy in relation to those 
constructed from upper components. The reason for this is that the ( —, —) inter­
polating field are constructed by the product of two B x meson interpolating fields, 
thus should exhibit an asymptotic energy (as r  -» 0 0 )  near twice th a t of the single 
B\  energy. Similarly the (+ , + ) interpolating field is constructed from the product 
of two B  meson interpolating fields tending asymptotically as r —> 0 0  towards a 
ground state energy of twice th a t of a single B  meson. We differentiate all interpo­
lating fields by their dominant asymptotic content in the tabulation of interpolating 
fields in Table ??.
4 .3  D e ta ils  o f  th e  la tt ic e  ca lcu la tio n
We work with colorwave propagators (described below) calculated on rif = 2+1 
anisotropic (243 x 128) lattices generated by the Hadron Spectrum Collaboration 
[89] with a pion mass of roughly 380 MeV. The fermion action used was the clover 
Wilson action with stout link smearing, not smeared in the temporal direction. The 
gauge action was Symanzik tree level tadpole-improved without a rectangle in the
2Here we are referring to the dominant low est energy contribution, as we expect excited states
to contribute negligibly to the extracted HLHL ground state energies.
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( / , / 2 |J2| , P x , P , P ) ( / , / * ,  J z \ ,P _ L ,P ,P i ) Dominant asymptotic content
(1,1,1,-,-,+ ) (0,0 ,1 ,-,+ ,+ ) B B
(1,1 ,0 ,-,-,+ ) (0,0,0,-,+ ,+) B B
(1 ,1 ,0 ,+ ,+ ,+) (0,0,0,+ ,-,+) B B
(1,1 ,1 ,-,-,+ ) (0,0,1,-,+ ,+) P i P i
(1,1,0,-,-,+ ) (0,0,0,-,+ ,+) P i P i
(1,1 ,0 ,+ ,+ ,+) (0,0,0,+,—,+) P i P i
(1,1,1,+ ,+ ,-) (0 ,0,1,+ ,-,-) P P i
(1,1,0,+ ,+ ,-) (0,0,0,+ ,-,-) B B i
(1 ,1 ,0 ,-,-,-) (0,0 ,0 ,-,+ ,-) B B i
(1 ,1 ,1 ,+ ,-,-) (0 ,0 ,1 ,+ ,+ ,-) B B X
(1 ,1 ,0 ,+ ,-,-) (0 ,0 ,0 ,+ ,+ ,-) B B X
(1 ,1 ,0 ,-,+ ,-) (0,0,0,-,-,-) B B X
TABLE 4.1: HLHL interpolating operator basis and expected asymptotic values
temporal direction, preserving temporal ultra-locality. The spatial and temporal 
lattice spacings for these lattices are as =  0.1227(8)fm and at = 0.03506(23)fm. 
The pion mass on this ensemble is 0.0681(4) in temporal lattice units. The Chroma 
Software package for Lattice QCD [58] was used to  generate both colorwave and 
heavy propagators. The calculation of the HL and HLHL energies was performed 
using 305 gauge field configurations with eight sources spaced evenly in the temporal 
direction. Ground state  energies were extracted using single exponential correlated 
fits, with an appropriate fmjn determined from the quality of the fit.
4 .4  C olorw aves for HL sy ste m s
The use of Colorwave propagators allows us to implement spatial smearing at 
the source and sink of our correlation functions. In the limit where all momenta 
are summed over in equation 2.131, all to all point-point propagators are recovered. 
However, introducing a maximum momentum cutoff j>lut we are able to introduce 
and control the effective amount of spatial smearing3. The effect of restricting
3It should be noted that smearing is achieved only in fixed gauge. In our case we use the 
Coulomb gauge, which is a smooth gauge allowing to project out high energy modes if the cutoff
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the plane wave basis to  |p|2 <  p2cut (summing over a momentum space volume) is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.1 where effective masses for single HL B  meson correlation 
functions4 are presented. I t ’s evident that the noise of the signal decreases by 
increasing the momentum space cutoff (as this increases the statistics contributing 
to the correlation function).
Each effective mass plateau appears to  begin at roughly the same point inde­
pendent of p2ut, and thus a common fit range of 17 — 30 was chosen for all values 
of p^lt. In Fig. 4.1 we can see th a t as p2ut increases the overlap with excited states 
drops resulting lower values for the effective mass at earlier times. This indicates 
that a small radial smearing of the quarks field results interpolating fields that have 
better overlap with the ground state of the system. Such behavior is likely due to 
the fact th a t the a non-relativistic HL meson in the static limit is a highly localized 
object whose wavefunction is confined to a small spatial region.
In light of this behavior and in order to reduce computational cost associated 
with increasing the momentum cutoff, a value of p2ut =  1 was chosen for calculations 
of the HLHL system.
PcUt is kept small. However, no gauge dependence is introduced to our correlation functions as
they are gauge invariant by construction.
4These HL correlation functions are defined in Appendix A .4, eq. A .15.
4.5  H LH L s ta te s  w ith  colorw aves
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We begin with a correlation function for two heavy-light mesons separated by 
r  as described above:
C h l h l  (t, r) =  {'O h l h l  {x, f , t) 0 ]HLHL (x, r, t0)^ (4.3)
X
= ^ 2  {Q t ) Q ( x  + r, t ) q (x , t ) q ( x  + r, t)
X
q (x  + r, t0) q (x, t 0) Q (x + f,  t0) Q (x, t0) )
Each heavy quark source can only be contracted with the sink at the same 
spatial location, and upon contraction we work only with the Wilson line portion 
of the heavy quark propagator, as we want the quantum  numbers of the system 
to be determined entirely by the light degrees of freedom. There are two possible 
light quark contractions, one where the light quarks contract with source and sink 
at the same spatial location (direct), and one where the light quarks contract at the 
other spatial location (crossed). Performing these contractions, we have (omitting 
the overall color trace):
C h l h l  ( t ,r)  =  7 5 W ] (x; t, t„) (£ +  r; t, t0) 75
X
x trd [S' (x + r , t ; x  + f ,  t 0) S  (x, t; x, t0) -
S ( x  + r, t ; x, t 0) S  (x, t\ x  + f , t0) ] (4.4)
Here, t rd denotes the trace over Dirac space spinor indices and W  is the Wilson line
t
W ( x ; t , t 0) =  ] [[  U\{x,t ')  (4.5)
t '= to
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We now introduce our partially fourier transformed light quark propagators as:
S { x \ , t \ x x , to )  = ' ^ 2 e t^ S { j p \ , t \ p i , t Q)e ipiXl (4.6)
pi.pi
where sums over momenta px have been restricted to \p2\ < 1 as described in the 
previous section.
Using this, the above correlator can be rewritten as:
C h l h l  ( t , r ) =  7s {x; t, t0) 7575 (x -j- r ;  t, t0) 75
P 1 P 'iP 2 P '2 x
x  e i(p 'i-P l+ P 2 -P 2 )a :e *(p'2-P2)r
x [S (p'2, t ;p 2, t0) S  (p[,t-,px,t0) -
s  {p'2, t;pi , to) S  (p \ , t ;p 2,to)] (4.7)
Defining
V  (r, t, t0, u )  =  7 5 fUf (x; t, t0) 7 5 7 5 ^  (x + f ] t 0, t) 7 5 e*(w)x (4.8)
X
with u  = p[ — pi + p'2 — p2, our the final form of our HLHL correlation function 
becomes:
C h l h l  (t ,r) = ^  V  (r, t ,  t 0, u)  x el{p*' -P2 ) r
P l P ' lP 2 P 2
x [S (p'2,t-,p2,t0) S  (p[,t;px,t0) -
S  {p'2, t - , p x, to )  S  ( p \ , t - , p 2 , t o ) ]  (4 .9)
W ith this method, we calculate the costly T> ( r , t , t o , u j )  first using a parallel 
code (parallelization over space time) and then perform the far less expensive con­
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tractions with the colorwave propagators for our complete operator basis on a scalar 
workstation class machine.
4 .6  H LH L resu lts
For q = {u, d} we have 24 unique HLHL corresponding to the operators enu­
m erated in Table ??. Each potential curve is calculated by taking the jackknife 
difference between the energy of the HLHL state for various r  and the energy of the 
expected two meson asymptotic state:
v  (?) =  Ehlhl (?) -  E Bm -  (4 .10)
The statistical uncertainty for each point is determined from jackknife statistical 
analysis. The systematic uncertainties are determined by adjusting the chosen fit 
range by one time slice in each direction and averaging the observed deviations in 
the energy. The systematic uncertainty for both  E Hl h l  and E B(l) are determined in­
dependently and then added in quadrature to determine the systematic uncertainty 
on V  (r).
We find three different asymptotic values for the various states as illustrated 
in Fig. 4.2. The lowest lying asymptotic value corresponds to  states with a positive 
intrinsic parity Px w ith all spin components in the correlation function projected 
to the upper spin components, while the highest asymptotic value corresponds to 
states with positive intrinsic parity and all spins projected to the lower components. 
This asymptotic behavior is in line with our expectation th a t the spin projection 
of our positive intrinsic parity operators helps to increase the coupling to the lower 
energy B B  state or the higher energy B \B \  state. The energy difference between the 
highest and lowest asymptotic values is roughly twice the energy difference between
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the single HL B  and B \ states, indicating that they are both tending asymptotically 
towards their expected two meson asymptotic energies at long distances. The slight 
overshoot of the highest asymptotic state beyond i t ’s expected value of twice the B x 
energy for d >  0.8 fm may be indicative of contamination from mixing of the HL 
B x with a 7r — B  state. All P* =  ( —) states exhibit an asymptotic tendency towards 
the sum of the single HL B  and B x energies as expected.
As the states with the lowest asymptotic energy values trend most cleanly 
towards their expected asymptotic value (indicating the least contamination from 
excited states), we will focus mainly on these states which we present in Fig. [4.3].
Several aspects of these potential curves should be noted: First, we find tha t the 
product of exchange parity P  and intrinsic parity p ,  which is the symmetry of the 
two meson spatial wavefunction under spatial inversion, directly corresponds to the 
attractiveness ( —) or repulsiveness (+) of the state. This is in agreement with [85]. 
Second, the (I, IZ, \JZ\, P±, P, Px) = ( 0 , 0 , 0 , + , —, + )  exhibits a significantly deeper 
and wider potential well when compared with the two other attractive channels. 
This qualitative difference was acknowledged in [85], and the quantum  numbers 
of this channel are consistent with a bound sta te  predicted in a phenomenological 
model in [78].
4.T B o u n d  S ta te s
As the HLHL system has been predicted to be an excellent candidate for bound 
tetraquark states, we seek a quantitative method for extracting such a bound state 
(if one exists) from our lattice calculation. Our method is as follows: We fit our 
lattice potential to a phenomenological quark model potential as described in [4]. 
We make the choice to focus on the ( /,  IZ, \JZ\, P i ,  P, P i )  =  (0, 0, 0, + , —, + ) channel, 
as previous work has hinted at the possibility of a bound state  here. As a control,
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we also perform the fit for the (I, I z, \ Jz \, P±, P, Pi) =  (1,1, 0, —, —, + ) channel as 
well. In our fit, we neglect the r =  0 points as the finite value of the potential 
at r  =  0 is a lattice artifact stemming from the ultraviolet cut off introduced by 
the lattice discretization, leaving us with 7 da ta  points for each potential curve, 
and two free parameters from the fit model. The model with the extracted fit 
param eters is then taken to be the interaction potential between two B mesons 
in the continuum limit. The two body (one-dimensional) Schrodinger equation is 
then solved numerically with this interaction potential to determine the existence 
of any negative energy (bound) states. It should be noted here th a t the solutions to 
the Schrodinger equation will converge to  their continuum values as the continuum 
limit of the lattice calculation is taken. As we have only a single lattice spacing 
available to work with this continuum extrapolation is not an option, and it should 
be understood th a t the results presented in this section are at finite lattice spacing.
4.7.1 P otentia l M odel
We have limited our displacements |f | <  1.27 fm, therefore long range effective 
interactions due to meson exchange do not provide a good description of the HLHL 
system. In reference [4], a quark model picture of a two meson interaction was 
used to derive an interaction potential for the HLHL system, which included color 
Coulomb, spin-spin, linear confinement interactions. Details of the derivation of 
the potential model can be found in the aforementioned reference, and we will only 
highlight several modifications we make when fitting this potential model to our 
numerical results. The quark model HLHL potential has the form:
V b b d s  (r) — C jV ac (a„ 0, r) +  Cs.aV8S ( a s, 0, m , r) +  C ;V lc (6, 0 , r) (4.11)
Here, a s is the strong coupling constant, (3 is the spatial width of the quark 
model single HL meson wavefunction, fh is the mass of the light quark in the M S  
scheme, and b is the QCD string tension. The coefficients C7 and C ss , which 
contain the spin information of the HLHL state, are defined as m atrix elements 
between initial (unprimed) and final (primed) two meson states and will be discussed 
further below. It should be noted th a t the above potential model acquires an overall 
minus sign if the isospin wavefunction of the two meson state is antisymmetric. 
Additionally, the potential is a function of |f | and not r, as any tensor interaction 
terms are neglected in this model.
4.7.2 F it M odel
When applying the above model to our lattice data, we m ust make several mod­
ifications to the above quark model potential. Due to the use of periodic bound­
ary conditions in the calculation, interactions with image “charges” lying past the 
boundary must be accounted for. We must also consider the possibility th a t there 
will be long range meson exchange interactions that were neglected in our choice of 
potential model. To account for these long range interactions, we extend the original
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model by adding a simple Yukawa like term  for one pion exchange:
p  777 7r L
V Yuk (r) =  V b b d s  (r ) +  9 -------- (4.15)r
Here we take m n to be the mass of the pion on the gauge field configurations used 
in the calculation (~  390 GeV). The param eter g is discussed below.
In principle, interactions with each of the infinitely many image charges con­
tribute to the potential and must be included. In practice however, we may restrict 
ourselves to contributions where the image of the first meson is <  3L/2 (~  4.5 fm) 
away from the second and vice versa. This approximation is valid as the contribu­
tion of these truncated images (at separations of r  > 3L/2)  to the potential (with 
the choice of parameters outlined below) is O (10~4) MeV. W ith the inclusion of the 
image charges our potential model then becomes:
V ™  = V Yuk (r) + 2 Vr “*(rO (4.16)
r j < 3 L /2
The addition of these image charges modify the potential at long distance as illus­
trated  in Fig. 4.4
The final modification made to the potential model is a modification of the spin 
dependent coefficients C7 and Cs s- The original presentation of this phenomeno­
logical potential model in Ref. [4] sought to provide a comparison with the lattice 
calculations of the time, which had an incomplete classification of the HLHL states 
in terms of the to tal isospin I  and spin S  of the system, while also maintaining 
a connection with the physical B meson states. Because of this, classification of 
the various potentials was made in terms of the physical B  and B* (first angular 
excitation of the B  meson) with respect to the quantum  numbers I  and S.
The difference in angular momentum spaces of the non-static and static limit
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prevents a  direct interpretation of the lattice data  from the present work in terms of 
physical B  and B* states, and our classification of states makes it difficult to reconcile 
the previous classification with ours. We therefore choose to recalculate the spin 
dependent coefficients of the potential model relevant for the static limit BB system 
we study on the lattice, the results of which are presented in Table 4.2 (For details of 
the calculation, see Appendix A.6). The previous determination of these coefficients 
for the HLHL system included spin degrees of freedom for the heavy quarks in the 
two meson states \MiMj > allowing for better classification of the potential in terms 
of non-static limit states. We choose to neglect the spin degrees of freedom of the 
heavy quarks in our determination, effectively fully implementing the static limit 
for the the potential model. Thus the spin degrees of freedom of our two meson kets 
|MiMj > are just those of the spin of the light degrees of freedom of our HLHL state. 
The evaluation of these coefficients however requires knowledge of the to tal angular 
momentum of the two meson state, a point th a t has been neglected until now. 
As we seek to fit the ( /,  I z , \JZ\, P±,  P , Pj)  =  (0, 0, 0, + , — , + ) and (1,1,0,  —, —, +) 
states, we need to  determine if these particular states are in a symmetric angular 
momentum triplet, or an antisymmetric angular momentum singlet. In order to 
make this identification, we must rely on the overall symmetries of the state in 
question. We know th a t the parity P  of a given state  is the product of the intrinsic 
parity Pj and the symmetry of the spatial wavefunction. From this relationship, and 
with knowledge of the symmetry of the isospin spatial wavefunction, we can infer 
the symmetry of the angular momentum wavefunction:
S y m J = ( - ) ( S y m I ) (P i) ( P ) ,  (4.17)
where S y m j  and Syrrii the symmetries of the angular momentum and isospin 
wavefunctions. The overall negative sign appears from exchanging fermions in the
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parity operation. Using this we are able to identify the (/, I z, \ Jz \, P±, P, Pi) = 
(0,0, 0, +,  —, +)  channel with S y m j  = — as a ,/ =  0 state, and the (/, IZl \ JZ\, P±, P, P{) 
( 1 , 1 , 0 , —, —, + )  channel with S y m  ;  =  +  a s a  J = 1  state. The spin dependent co­
efficients can then be recalculated for our states and are shown in Table [4.2].
4.7 .3  F ittin g  P rocedure and B ound S ta te  D eterm ination
In fitting the potential model of eq. 4.15 to our lattice data, we use two free 
fit parameters: /5 and g and take the remaining param eters b, fh and a s to be 
0.18 GeV2, 0.33 GeV, and 0.5 respectively as in Ref. [4]. A fit is performed for each 
of 305 jackknife ensembles, allowing for an accurate way to  estim ate the error on 
the extracted fit parameters, shown in Table [4.2]. As we are ultim ately interested 
in the energy levels allowed by the potential model, and not the model parameters 
themselves, we will only briefly comment on the fit parameters. It is immediately 
obvious th a t g is not well determined for the J  =  1 channel. I t ’s also interesting 
th a t the fit param eter /5 is significantly smaller for the J  =  0 channel, indicating a 
much narrower spatial distribution of the two meson wavefunction.
Once the fit param eters have been extracted they are then inserted into the 
two body radial Schrodinger equation to determine if any bound states exist. As we 
are restricting ourselves to L  =  0 states, the two body Schrodinger equation can be 
w ritten as:
h2 d2n d + v Yuk(r)
2m dr2
u (r )  = E u {r )  (4-18)
where m is the reduced mass of a two B meson system (with the single meson 
mass taken from the Particle D ata Group [90]), u (r) =  r4/ (r) and V Yuk (r) is the 
potential model presented in the preceding section excluding the image terms.
Eq. 4.18 is then solved numerically as an eigenvalue problem with a spatial
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discretization of 0.01 fm and a spatial cutoff of 10 fm (corresponding to a sphere 
with r  =  10 fm), and the boundary condition th a t 4* (r) =  0. This spatial
r = 1 0
volume provides ample space for the potential to decay to zero. The eigenvalue 
spectrum is then analyzed for each of the two states discussed above. While the 
J  =  1 channel exhibits a near continuum of positive eigenvalues (discrete only 
because of the numerical solution method), the J  =  0 channel does admit a single 
bound state with energy E q =  —50.0(5.1) MeV (with the uncertainty determined by 
carrying through the jackknife analysis from the fit param eters and solving eq. 4.18 
for each of the 305 (/3, g) sets). Aside from the binding energy, we can also calculate 
the RMS radius for the two meson wavefunction 'I' (r) from the wavefunctions u (r) 
above:
  /  2 X 1/ 2rRMS = \ r  ) = EpfMn)f 1 7 
E i M n ) ! 2
(4.19)
For the bound state wavefunction w0 (r), we find an RMS radius of 0.383(6) fm, 
the error again estim ated by jackknife analysis.
In comparing this result with [86] (in which a numerical solution to the Schrodinger 
equation was performed with a similar radial cutoff) we find our results to be consis­
tent with all of the binding energies quoted in th a t work within confidence bounds. 
Additionally, Ref. [78] quote’s binding energies and RMS radii for a doubly bot­
tom  J p (L , S , I)  =  0+ (0, 0, 0) channel which is consistent (in the static limit) with 
the quantum  numbers of our static limit ( /,  Iz , \ Jz \, P±, P, Pi) =  ( 0 , 0 , 0 , + , —, + )  
channel. This reference uses two different potential models to calculate binding 
energies: the constituent quark cluster model CQC and the the Bhaduri-Cohler- 
Nogami or BCN model. The BCN model includes the same interactions as those 
used in Ref. [4] to derive the potential used to fit our lattice results (namely, color
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coulomb, linear confinement and spin-spin). Furthermore, the BCN parameters cor­
responding to string tension b, strong coulpling a s, and constituent quark mass rh 
used in [78] are very similar to those used in our potential model (compare our 
(6,as,m)  =  (0.18 GeV2, 0.5, 0.33 GeV) to (0.186 GeV2, 0.52, 0.337 GeV)). These 
binding energies should provide a relevent point of comparison for our results pro­
vided our lattice discretization errors have minor effects on the extracted potential 
model fit parameters. In comparison, we find our values for the binding energy and 
RMS radius to be consistent with the values quoted in [78] from the BCN model 
(E 0, r RMS) =  (—52 MeV, 0.334 fm), providing a good cross check th a t our lattice 
calculation has identified a bound state in the static limit ( /, I z, | Jz \, P±, P, Pi) =  
(0,0, 0, +  , —, + ) channel. The fact th a t the bound sta te  identified in that work has 
an RMS radius th a t is smaller than the sum of the individual mesonic RMS radii 
is indicative of the compact nature of th a t bound state. Additionally, as illustrated 
in Ref. [88] (see eqns. 4), the static limit HLHL tetraquark state can be written 
as a linear combination of products of two single meson wavefunctions in different 
spin states. This is consistent with the idea th a t although the compact tetraquark 
state may have a complicated color space structure composed of color vectors, this 
state can always be decomposed into a linear combination of products of two single 
meson wavefunctions.
Ct C s s (3 (GeV) 9 X2 /  d.o.f. E 0 (MeV)
(0,0) -1 3/4 0.274(14) 0.041(12) 0.9943 -50.0(5.1)
(1,0) 1 1/4 0.459(38) 0.016(20) 0.4119 N /A
TABLE 4.2: Spin dependent coefficients from reference [3] and fit parameters from fitting 
our lattice data to a modified version of the model presented in ref. [4]. Here 0  corre­
sponds to the spatial width of the HL meson wavefunction, and g is the coupling strength 
of the additional Yukawa term introduced in this work. The uncertainties quoted for the 
fit parameters are jackknife estimates.
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FIG. 4.4: Contribution of image charges to the potential (left) and contributions to the 
potential model V h l h l  from the individual terms in eq. 4.11
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FIG. 4.5: Fit of the potential model in eq. 4.15 to the (I,  I z , | Jz \, Pj_, P, Pi) =
(0 ,0 ,0 , + , —, + ) channel. The colored band represents the uncertainty in the fit paramters 
P  and g  from jackknife analysis.
C H A P T E R  5
C onclusions
The main theme of the current work has been the investigation of spectroscopy, 
interactions, and the existence of exotic states for hadronic systems containing one 
or more heavy quarks. The work began by introducing quantum  field theory in the 
context of the strong force, w ith an aim at providing a historical perspective on the 
development of the field of quantum  chromodynamics. The main conceptual pillars 
and framework of quantum  chromodynamics were then introduced, followed by a 
discussion of effective theories for both  light and heavy quarks. The framework of 
lattice quantum  chromodynamics was then introduced in the following chapter as a 
prescription for performing numerical calculations in the low energy regime where 
perturbative calculations are not feasible for a non-Abelian gauge theory such as 
QCD. Numerical methods were presented for heavy quarks in the context of three 
frameworks, each suited for different types of calculations. In the chapters that 
followed, these frameworks were then applied in several lattice QCD calculations.
In the first calculation, the low-lying spectrum  of baryons containing at least 
one bottom  or charmed quark was calculated, producing the most comprehensive 
single calculation of this kind to date. For the charmed quark sector, a fully relativis-
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tic fermion action was used. For the bottom  quark sector, the quarks were treated 
non-relativistically. Baryon masses were computed using both a fine (a ~  0.08 fm) 
and course (a ~  0.11 fm) lattice spacing, allowing for extrapolations to the contin­
uum limit (assuming a linear dependence on the square of the lattice spacing). The 
calculation was carried out using partial quenching, with eight distinct combinations 
of sea and valence light quark masses resulting in pion masses ranging from 227 MeV 
through 419 MeV in the valence sector. This wide range of pion masses allowed for 
chiral extrapolations to  be carried out guided by partially quenched heavy hadron 
chiral perturbation theory. Both systematic and statistical uncertainties were esti­
mated and propagated through to the final extrapolated results. These final results 
of the low-lying heavy baryon spectrum were presented in Tables 3.13 and 3.14. 
Results were found to be in good agreement with experiment, providing evidence 
th a t using a relativistic lattice action for the charmed quarks and a non-relativistic 
lattice action for the bottom  quarks was a valid choice for this type of spectroscopy 
calculation.
Following the spectroscopy calculation, the interaction potential between two b- 
meson states in the limit of static b quarks was computed. W ith this lattice potential 
parametrized with a functional form motivated by the quark model description of 
the two b-meson interaction, the bound state energies in the heavy-light-heavy- 
light (HLHL) tetraquark system were determined. To perform this study, colorwave 
propagators were introduced for calculating meson correlation functions and the 
formalism was extended to the HLHL system in order to provide a novel way for an 
efficient calculation of HLHL correlation functions for several ( /,  I z, \.JZ \ , P±, P, Pi) 
channels. The effect of limiting the colorwave plane wave basis on the ground 
state overlap of single HL correlation functions was explored, and a choice for the 
momentum cutoff p^ .ut was made to optimize the quality of the signal versus the 
computational cost. For a single HL meson, results indicated th a t a larger value of
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plut provided better overlap with the ground state.
HLHL potentials were calculated for 24 distinct ( I ,  I z , \ JZ \ , P±,  P,  Pi)  channels, 
exhibiting three distinct asymptotic values as r  —> oo corresponding to the different 
ways B  and B\  mesons can be combined. The tendency of the HLHL energy to 
overshoot the expected asymptotic value of Eb1+ E q  and 2Eb1 may have been due to 
contamination from excited states and the possibility of B x mixing with a B —ir state. 
It was determined th a t the attractiveness or repulsiveness of the HLHL potential 
corresponds directly to the symmetry of the two meson spatial wavefunction under 
spatial inversion, in agreement with Ref. [85]. The asymptotic behavior of the 
various HLHL states was shown to be dependent on the intrinsic parity of the state. 
While the Pi = — states have only one asymptotic value (corresponding to a single 
two meson B B i  component), the P, =  +  channels have two asymptotic values 
corresponding to both B B  and B \B \  two meson components. By examining the 
construction of single HL correlation functions, it was determined th a t we could 
increase overlap with the B B  and B \B \  two meson wavefunctions by projecting the 
correlation functions to include only positive or negative parity components of the 
Dirac basis quark spinors.
The existence of bound states was then explored for the ( /, Iz, \JZ\, P±, P,  P, ) = 
( 0 ,0 ,0 ,+ ,—,+ )  channel as it exhibited a wider and deeper potential when com­
pared with the other attractive potentials. Analysis was also carried out for the 
( / ,  I z , \ J Z\, Pj_, P > Pi)  =  ( L  1) 0, —, —, + )  for the purposes of comparison. A modified 
version of the potential model described in Ref. [4] was used to fit the lattice data, 
and two fit parameters /3 (the gaussian width of the HL meson wavefunction) and 
g (the Yukawa interaction constant) were extracted from, the fit. Inserting the po­
tential with the extracted fit parameters into the two body Schrodinger equation, 
we then solved numerically for the eigenvalues of the hamiltonian, searching for 
any negative energy eigenstates. A single negative energy bound state was found
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in the (0,0, 0, + , —, + ) channel, with an energy of E 0 = —50.0(5.1) MeV and RMS 
radius rRMS =  0.383(6) fm. These results were found to be consistent with results 
presented in Ref. [86] as well as phenomenological results presented in Ref. [78] for 
the state J p (L, S , I)  =  0+ (0, 0, 0) (which maps onto our (0, 0, 0, + , —, +) channel 
in the static limit). The errors quoted on these results are statistical only. One 
needs to account for several systematic errors such as 1/rrq, corrections (mb the b 
quark mass), lattice spacing effects as well as dependence on the light quark mass. 
In contrast to  a common lattice method for calculating scattering phase shifts for 
two hadrons, working in the static limit allowed us to calculate hadronic interac­
tions by way of an inter-meson potential. In this way, the static heavy quark action 
provided a starting point from which the existence of four quark bound states could 
be explored.
The two topics composing the main focus of this work may seem initially dis­
parate at a superficial level. The main theme tying the projects together is the 
various ways in which heavy quarks, which introduce an energy scale that is tra ­
ditionally impractical for lattice calculations, can be treated on the lattice using 
various formulations. We have shown th a t various frameworks for treating heavy 
quarks on the lattice can be used strategically to  ones benefit, both to simplify the 
computational complexity of the calculation (in the case of static quarks and heavy 
quarks in NRQCD) as well to  explore alternative avenues by which to study complex 
systems such as four quark states (utilizing static heavy quarks).
Extensions of this work that will be studied in the future include studying 
the HLHL spectra of systems with non-zero strangeness, studying the excited state 
charmed bottom  baryon spectrum. For the latter calculation, the non-local baryon 
operators in the color wave formalism developed in this work could be utilized to 
achieve maximum overlap with the excited states of interest. These are just several 
possible extensions of the current work, and I look forward to the opportunity to
pursue these interests in future research!
A P P E N D IX  A
Supporting Form ulae for Chiral 
E xtrapolations
A .l  S in g ly  h ea v y  ch iral ex tra p o la tio n  loop  con ­
tr ib u tio n s
The singly heavy baryon masses are of the form:
M b = M 0(p) +  A t M  + M[B\ n )  +  M $ (/x )  (A .l)
The non analytic contributions the the baryon masses are given by
M3/2 (v) = 12?r2p Y2 Yh ^ sB’Si
X
where the sum over baryons runs over all B  E  { A q , =.q, E q , Qq, E q , s q , S2q }  
and that over mesons is over <f> = n, 4>jU, Tju. The delta-function restricts the baryon
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sum to be over a fixed strangeness sector where the strangeness of the external 
state, S b , is the same as th a t of the state in chiral loops, S[. We impose isospin 
symmetry in both the sea and valence sectors and use the same /  =  132 MeV as in 
Ref. [22] as well as the same definitions of the non-analytic functions A ,/i)
and A, fi):
We define the splittings A S t  =  — M \ b and A* =  ME* — MSfc and assume
th a t there is no light quark mass dependence of these parameters.
The baryon dependent coefficient functions are as follows
T  (m , <i, n) = (m 2 — <52) VS2 — m 2 log
8 — \/82 — m 2 +  i t
5 — y/82 — m 2 +  ie
(A.3)
F  (m, to', (5, /i) =  — - T  (m, <5, n)
m '—m
(A.4)
d ia le r  A {^ ] +  y  ( ^ c S i  +  2  diesaj  (A .6 )
gl8IeTA ^  +  y  (^/eSi +  ^ (A-7)
with analogous relations between A ^ ,  and the and
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TABLE A .l: The baryon mass splitting A B,i
A E , I internal
external T S i
9
S3
2
T 0 A S T A s t  +  A*
Si —  A S T 0 A*
S3
2
—  (A s t  +  A*) -A * 0
TABLE A.2: The couplings B g \  A^gg, and B g g  for the various baryons. For the 
sextet baryons, the coefficients are the same for the sp in -| and sp in -| states.
B . ( B )  . ( B )  . ( B )«/v7T Vu w(fl) o ( B )  n ( B )*-’1r U iu  ‘- ’riuTiu
A <3 i  1 o _ _ _
0 1 1 -  -  -
y>(*) 
^ b - j  1 0 i  1 1
- ' ( * )
“ 6 0 ± iu  2 4 o h 4
0 0 0 0 0 0
A .2 D o u b ly  h ea v y  chiral e x tra p o la tio n  loop  con ­
tr ib u tio n s
The doubly heavy baryon masses with strangeness S  =  0 are of the form:
Ms = M 0 -  (1/2) A H + M [g ] +  M i3/2)
Ms- = M 0 + (1/4) A „ +  Mg}  +  M i3/2), (A.8)
Here, A // is the mass splitting in the chiral limit and M0 is the mass of the spin
doublet in the SU(2) Chiral limit.The terms Mg'* =  Mg}  comes from tree level
counterterms in the chiral expansion, and are proportional the square of both the 
sea and valence pion masses. The terms and M g J 2'* come from one loop
diagrams, and are given in Eqns A.9 and A. 10.
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m £ /2) - V
(47r / ) 2
g2
+  (4tt/ ) 2 ’ °> /*) +  >aO (A.9)
(A.10)
with given in Eqn. A.3.
We assume the splittings {A=,h„, A h;s4) A e;sv, A e.Ei;} (here, v,s refers to baryons 
containing valence and sea light quarks respectively) to be independent of the pion 
mass and take their values to be the average of the measured splittings over the 
various ensembles.
m 13/2) = -4g2
(47r / ) 2
ji
H m l vs, A=a=,, M) + ^ ( mL ’ ,;
9
(47x f y
A .3 F in ite  vo lu m e correction s to  ex tra p o la tio n  for­
m ulae
In order to account for the effects of the finite volume on the baryon masses, 
we use the expressions presented in Ref. [73].
The finite volume corrections to the function J- (m , 5, fi) are given by:
„ —u m L
J~pv  (m, 8) =  —m 27r — —  ^ 1 (A.11)
ujto
where u =  (u\,U2, M3 ) with m* E Z, u =  |u| and
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A  = e{z2) [1 -  Erf (2 ) ]
/  1 \  r 1 / 9 z  z3\ / z-
\ u m L  J  y/n \  4 2 2 z 2 ) e(z2)[l -  E rf(2 ) ]
(— )\ u m L  J
1
+  O
392 I I 2 3 925 2 7
"64 +  ~32 16 +  " 8
1
(■umL)'c
(A. 12)
with
2  = - )m  J
u m L
(A-13)
In determining the chiral loop contributions from Appendices A .l and A.2, we 
must include these finite volume corrections as:
J F  ( m , 5, / j . )  =  T i v  ( m ,  8 , f j )  +  T f v  (m i,  8 )  (A. 14)
where JFiv (rn, 8, fi) is given by Eqn. A.3. In evaluating the extrapolation expressions 
presented in Section ?? at the physical point, the finite volume contributions to the 
chiral function T  (m, 8, /1 ) are set to zero in order to take the infinite volume limit.
A .4 P a r ity  co n ten t o f  HL in terp o la tin g  op era tors
Here we show th a t correlation functions for our B { B \ ) states are composed 
entirely of upper(lower) components of the Dirac basis components of the light quark 
flavors. We begin with a general HL correlation function with arbitrary source and 
sink operators (neglecting color indices and working in the Dirac basis):
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Chl ( t) , j  =  £  ( o B, ( f ,  t) 0'B. (x, 0)
X
=  ^ 1 ( 0  ( x , t ) T iq ( x , t ) q ( x ,  0) F j Q  (x, 0 ) )
X
= Y l tr ( ^ ( S h (x,t;0))*'y5TiS L ( x , t ] 0 ) r j SJ (A.15)
X
S h  is a heavy quark propagator given by:
S H (x , t] t0) = W  (x, t\ to) = P+W (x,t\  t0) (A. 16)
where W  (x, t; t0) is a Wilson line from t0 to  t. Substituting this, we have:
C h l  (t) =  X / r (75 (P+w1 &  *; ° ))  7sr iSL (x,t; 0 ) T j )
X
= $ >  {w t  (x , t ]0 ) t rd ( r iP ^ r j S L (x ,t-0)))  (A.17)
X
where we have used 7 5 / 4 . 7 5  == P_. For r* =  Tj =  1, we project to only the lower
components of the Dirac basis light quark propagator, while for I \  =  Tj — 7 5  we
project only to the upper components of the Dirac propagator.
A .5 C o n stru ctio n  o f  ligh t quark w avefu n ction s
To determine two quark wavefunctions in spin and flavor space yielding the 
quantum  numbers ( /, I z, | J 2|, Pj_, P, P ) ,  we begin with states of definite (I, Iz, J, Jz , Pi):
[?i (Pi)Q2 (Pa)]
(I , J z , J , J z , Pi ) m i , m 2
t\,t2
=  5 Z  (m l- *1. Pi) 92 (m 2, t 2,p2) (A.18)
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where m, t .p  are the projections of spin and isospin along the z-axis and the intrinsic 
parities of the light quarks, and the W ^ m2 = (1/2, m i, 1/2, m 2| J, J 2), W ^ tz2 = 
(1/2, ti,  1/2, t2\I, Iz) are the Clebsch-Gordon for angular momentum and isospin. 
From these operators, we average over Jz =  ±1 states and determine P± from the 
quantum  numbers Pi and P  and the spatial symmetry of the operator. It should be 
noted here tha t there are two combinations of (p i,P 2 ) th a t contribute to the Pt = +1 
HLHL states, and we make the decision to keep these as distinct operators.
Linear combinations of the above operators are then taken to produce states of 
definite exchange parity P,  the necessary combinations determined by summing over 
sets of the above operators th a t map onto each other under P  with the appropriate 
weight W £  p2 = ±1
[9i92] =  W P U P 2  [9i (Pi) 92 (P2 )] 
PUP2
(A.19)
( / , /x , |J 2|,Pj.,Pi)
A .6 D eterm in a tio n  o f  sp in  coeffic ien ts for p o te n ­
t ia l m od el
Here we present our derivation of the spin coefficients C/ and Cs s presented 
in Table 4.2. In Ref. [3], an interaction potential for two meson states is calculated 
by including spin-spin, color coulomb and linear confinment interactions in a two 
quark interaction hamiltonian. By considering these interactions between each of 
the quark quark pairs in a 4 quark (2 meson) scattering state, transfer m atrix ele­
ments are calculated and then Fourier transformed to give a corresponding position 
space potential. In Ref. [4], this method was applied to the HLHL system. When 
calculating the spin dependent portion of the potential, all but one of the interac­
tion diagrams (referred to as “Transfer 2” ) can be neglected because the spin of the
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heavy quarks is neglected in the static approximation. This diagram includes an 
insertion of the interaction hamiltonian between the two light quarks, as illustrated 
in in Fig. A .l. The spin dependent contribution of this diagram to the potential can 
be factorized such th a t all the dependence enters through two coefficients, which are 
defined as m atrix elements between the initail and final two meson states:
Ct =  (CD\ I \AB ) (A.20)
Cs s =  ( Q D j \Si • Sj-IAiBj)  (A.21)
Where I  here is understood to be the identity operator in spinor space. Upon
inspection of the diagram, i t ’s clear tha t the m atrix element of I  will not always
trivially be unity due to  the quark interchange between the initial and final two 
meson state.
W ith respect to Fig. A .l, these m atrix elements as outlined in [3] are defined 
explicitly as:
C, =  (CD\I\AB)
=  Xsc,seXs°sd [< SC1 Srf|I|sa , sb > <^ ia,Sc<^ 6,sd-] Xsa,SaXsb,s~b (A.22)
Cs-s =  (CiDjlSi ■ Sj\AiBj)
=  X s? ,s eX s ° s d [ <  Sc , S d |S i  ' S ^ a , S b >  <5Sa,Se<5,6lSJ  X s * s s X s*s-b ( A -2 3 )
For our purposes, we wish to  entirely neglect the spin of the heavy quarks in the 
above m atrix elements. Because of this, the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients Xsi>c e^c- 
(relating the spin of the two quark state to the meson state) are all unity. The states 
between which we wish to calculate these m atrix elements are two particle angular
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momentum eigenstates | J , J z)ab =  |sa,Sf>) , of which we are only interested in
J,Jz
11, 0) and |0 ,0). To account the light quark exchange in Fig. A .l, we note the 
following relations:
|^ a>
1
J=0, 
J z =  0
y/2
(in) - lit)) iV2 (iit)-in» = -isc,sd) J = 0, 
J z =  0
(A.24)
and
|s0j sb}
j - u  = 7 5 <ln> +  lit>) =  7 5 (lit> +  ln> ) =  |So’s,<>
j z = o
j=i, 
J z = o
(A.25)
From the above relations, it is easy to calculate the m atrix elements of interest 
for our problem (for the states 11,0) —> 11, 0) and |0,0) —> |0, 0)):
< 1 « ° U d I l 1 . 0 ) a , 6  =  < l > ° l o , 6 l | l » 0 > a ,6 =  1
(0) o|cd 110,0)o 6 =  (—) (0,0|a 6110,0)a
(A.26) 
(A.27)
and
(1 ,0 1 ^ Si • Si |1,0>„6 =  (l.O I^Sj ■ S ,  | l ,0 ) a l  -  1/4
(0 ,0\cd Si . S , |0,0)„ 6 =  -  (0 ,0|o i Sj • Sj |0,0)„J, =  - ( - 3 / 4 )
(A.28) 
(A.29)
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FIG. A .l: Transfer 2 diagram from Ref. [4]
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